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ABSTRACT 
The  axiomatically defined Bounded Action Machine is presented as an approach 
to an abstract theory of computer  structure-organizat ion-architecture.  Th  basic 
property of a Bounded Action Machine is that there is a finite upper bound on the 
number  of storage locations which can be active (contents "accessed or changed")  at 
any step in the machine's  operation. The  paper starts with a precise formulation of 
this property within a very general framework. The  study proceeds by investigating 
the consequences of imposing additional axioms on this basic structure; the new 
axioms being chosen so as to promote simpler and more uni form structure (i.e., so 
as to rule out "pathological structures").  Th is  leads first to a characterization of  
"addres.sable memory" .  It is shown to be finite under  very general conditions. The  
latter part of the paper is addressed to the structure of the " remainder"  of the 
memory.  Th is  culminates in a general characterization of the concept of "tapes".  
Together  these results constitute a general characterization of the existing computer  
specie ( including Tur ing  machines). Th is  paper includes comparison of this model 
with those of other authors and a discussion of possible directions of future research. 
INTRODUCTION 
0.1 Motivation 
In this paper we present he beginnings of an axiomatic theory of computer struc- 
ture. That is, we are concerned with developing a mathematical framework in which 
to study the structure-organization-architecture of computers. This first paper, of 
course, covers only the beginnings of such a theory. We attempt here to characterize 
the common features of the existing computer specie rather than to discover new 
subspecies. Our interest though is not in mere characterization, but in the relationships 
of various properties or features. Our main results show that some of the apparently 
most important features, such as the finiteness of "addressable memory" and the 
structure of "tapes", are consequences of the seemingly simpler properties which we 
take as axioms. We start this paper by introducing a very general model--the axiom- 
atically defined Bounded Action Machine. The remainder, and greater part, of the 
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paper is given over to investigating the consequences of this definition and the effects 
of imposing additional natural axioms (properties of existing computers) upon it. 
We employ an axiomatic approach instead of starting from a detailed ad hoc model 
of a computer and investigating its properties, because this approach offers several 
advantages. It allows us to investigate the interdependencies of various properties, 
and thus to establish where innovation is possible. It permits us to prove certain 
results (such as the finiteness of "addressable memory") from simple explicit assump- 
tions rather than assuming them ab ibnito Finally, this approach enables us to develop 
the most general models enjoying certain properties and thus provides a truly non- 
ad hoc foundation for further esearch. 
Our initial assumptions (axioms) perforce limit the scope of our theory. We are not 
attempting a general theory of all automata nor even of all conceivable "computer 
organizations". We try rather to capture the fundamental characteristics of the past, 
present, and future members of the existing computer specie. Thus this study does not 
encompass modular (or iterative) computers, nor certain conceptions of push down 
automata; yet, on the other hand, it is general enough to include formulations of 
Turing Machines and finite automata. 
In the remainder of this introduction, we present, first, a very brief outline of the 
paper, second, an extensive informal overview of the paper and, lastly, a brief survey 
of the more unusual notation employed in the body of the paper. 
Because the introduction is informal, it is necessary to use many terms from the 
world of real computers such as "addressable memory" and "tapes" to suggest what 
we have in mind. Unfortunately, these terms generally suggest more than we wish 
them to. Thus we caution the reader never to assume more than we explicitly state and, 
as an aid in reminding him of this, we enclose all overly suggestive t rms in quotation 
marks. 
0.2 Brief Outline 
In Section I we present he formal definition of a Bounded Action Machine and a 
number of additional basic definitions and fundamental lemmas. 
Section II consists of examples of Bounded Action Machines. These examples 
serve to explicate the definition and are employed in proofs later in the paper. 
In Section I I I  we develop a very general characterization f "addressable memory" 
and show that such a memory is finite under very general conditions. 
In Sections IV and V we develop fundamental concepts and mathematical apparatus 
for studying the structure of the rest of memory. Graphs of "tapes" and of Bounded 
Action Machines are introduced in Section IV and relocations of storage in Section V. 
Sections VI and VII are dedicated to applying these concepts in the development of
a characterization f"tapes" and the aforementioned characterization f the computer 
specie as a whole. 
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Lastly, in Section VII I ,  we review our results, point out alternative approaches, and 
discuss future directions of research. 
0.3 An Overview of the Paper 
This paper is centered around a very general model (set of properties) of (idealized) 
existing computers. We call any device satisfying these properties a Bounded Action 
Machine. A formal definition of a Bounded Action Machine is given in Section I; an 
informal description is given below. 
To describe what a Bounded Action Machine is, we first present a very general 
model of a computer-like machine, motivate it, and then give the axioms which make 
it into a Bounded Action Machine. 
The basic machine consists of a large (or infinite) set S of storage locations in each 
of which can be stored certain symbols from a given alphabet (finite set) A. The 
machine also has a fixed number (m ~ 0) of heads or "pointers" which range over S. 
We assume there is given a set K(C A s) of permissible contents or loadings of the 
storage locations with elements of A; and a set II(C S '~) of permissible positionings of 
the m heads. The machine operates tep-by-step. What happens at a given step is 
completely deterrrfined by the contents of the storage locations and the positioning of 
the heads at the beginning of the step. The operation of the machine is defined only 
for a certain set W(C K • H) of pairs of storage contents and head positionings; W is 
called the set of instantaneous descriptions. Thus, the operation of the machine is given 
by a function A : W-+ W which we call the transition function. 
The finiteness of the alphabet A reflects the limited storage capacity of the individual 
storage locations (registers, core locations, "tape squares") of conventional computers. 
The heads correspond intuitively to the "tape heads" of a computer; however, we do 
not assume that we have "tapes" in the conventional sense. Indeed, one of our main 
goals is to derive a notion of "tape" from basic principles. Restricting the set K of 
permissible contents is necessary to permit modeling of computers where, for example, 
36-bit words cannot be put in 15-bit registers, nor can we have an infinity of "non- 
blank" locations. Similarly, restricting H is necessary in modeling a computer where 
the "tape heads" may not enter core storage or jump from "tape"-to-"tape". In most 
of this paper we shall assume W = K • H; we do not assume it initially, since, as 
will be shown, this assumption has important structural ramifications. In defining the 
transition function A, we assume the machine is synchronous ( tep-by-step operation) 
and deterministic. These assumptions are not satisfied in detail by real computers. For 
one thing, the uncontrollable variations in tape access time make the operation of parts 
of a real computer nondeterministic-in-the-smaU (i.e.,on the clock-pulse level). This 
makes it essentially impossible to define the set of instantaneous descriptions of a real 
computer and at best, it makes the transition function mnltivalued. However, inas- 
much as a computer is deterministic in-the-large (else every performance of an 
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instruction might give a different answer), we feel it is not essentially misleading to 
employ a deterministic model. The fact that many computers operate partly asyn- 
chronously is also disregarded on the grounds that were the computer deterministic- 
in-the-small, then exactly the same operation could be achieved synchronously in the 
sense of our model. 
The fundamental axioms which define Bounded Action Machines deal with the 
properties of the sets of locations which are active at any given step; that is, with those 
locations whose contents are either modified or which determine the changes of 
contents or head positions to be made in the next step. The first, and most important, 
axiom states that, one, there is a fixed finite upper bound on the number of storage 
locations which can be active at any step (i.e., the action is bounded), and two, some 
of the active locations are determined purely on the basis of the contents of the storage 
(by means of a function 8 mapping K into subsets of S) and the remainder are drawn 
from the set of locations at which the heads are positioned. The second axiom states 
that there are no storage locations which are never active. 
Part one of our first axiom is motivated by the observation that in a conventional 
computer, all operations are carried out by a limited amount of processing circuitry 
and thus there is an upper bound on the number of storage locations which can be 
accessed or have their contents modified at any step. It is, of course, from the central 
role played by this principle of bounded action that we derive the name Bounded 
Action Machine. Essentially the same principle is employed by Cook in his thesis to 
develop the general models of computers which he calls Bounded Activity Machines 
[1] (see also Section 6. 5 of the present paper). The second part of our first axiom 
reflects the fact that in a conventional computer, the accessing of the "addressable" 
(or "internal") memory is independent of the position of the "tape heads" and 
what they are "reading". Our second axiom says only that there are no "useless" 
storage locations and serves mainly as an axiom-of-convenience to simplify the state- 
ment and proof of theorems. 
While we feel that the principle of bounded action is eminently defendable on 
pragmatic and intuitive grounds, it strongly delimits the range of this study. Thus, 
for example, this axiom excludes from our consideration such radical innovations in 
computer organization as infinite modular computers which can have an arbitrarily 
large number of active locations at any step. On the other hand, as is illustrated in 
Section II, we can easily construct examples of Bounded Activity Machines which 
look radically unlike existing computers. What this means, of course, is that there are 
fundamental properties of existing computers which are not reflected in our under- 
lying structure and these first two axioms. What we aim to show in the remainder of 
this paper is that these "pathological" Bounded Action Machines can be eliminated 
by the addition of a small number of axioms which either make the structure more 
uniform or which eliminate the possibility of restrictive interdependencies between 
different structural 'parameters'. 
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The process of refining our model begins in Section II. This section is motivated by 
the following observations. In any real computer, there are some physical restrictions 
on what may be in its storage locations and how its heads may be positioned. Thus, 
for example, we cannot have 36-bit words in 15-bit registers, nor can we have the 
same physical tape simultaneously mounted on two physically distinct tape drives. 
However, as long as these purely physical restraints are complied with, there are 
essentially no ways in which contents can be assigned to storage locations or heads 
(or tapes) can be positioned for which the operation of the computer will be truly 
undefined. That is, something will happen; the computer will run, operations will be 
performed (though perhaps just a STOP operation or operations not listed in the 
official programming manual). Now in our present general model, there is nothing 
which prevents there being very serious restraints on K and W; thus, what we do in 
this section is to introduce two properties that help to ensure the type of freedom 
from restraints which we outlined above. The first property, which we call the finite 
patching property, is roughly that, if we consider any permissible content of storage 
(i.e., k e K) and change the content of any one location, then the result is also a 
permissible content of storage (is also in K). (The change made must, of course, be to 
a symbol which can be stored in that location). The second property, which we call 
the totality property, is that the positioning of the heads is independent of the contents 
of storage and vice versa; that is, any combination of a content of storage and a head 
positioning is an instantaneous description (formally: W----K x H). Note that 
totality does not require that the positionings of the individual heads are necessarily 
independent of each other--we are still allowing, say, two "heads" on a "tape" to be 
always a fixed distance apart. The main result of Section I I  is that these two additional 
axioms are sufficient o guarantee the finiteness of "addressable memory". Or, to put 
it another way, if these conditions hold, then all but a (uniquely defined) finite set of 
storage locations can be accessed only by means of the "heads". This means, in 
particular, that a "headless" Bounded Action Machine satisfying these two axioms is 
necessarily finite and is, in effect, a finite state device. Conversely, we show that if 
either property fails to hold, then "addressable storage" may be infinite though the 
"computers" with this property seem, in general, to be rather "pathological". 
Another result shown is that when these properties hold, then for each positioning 
of the heads, there is a bound on the number of next positions (positions after the next 
step); whereas, if finite patching does not hold, then this number may be unbounded 
(even infinite). In discussing the finite patching property in this section, we also discuss 
the general computer model proposed by Maurer [2]. 
I f  we interpret he heads as "tape heads", then it is natural to interpret he set of 
locations they can "scan" (point at) as the "tapes" of the machine and, in particular, 
to view the set H i of locations scanned" by the ith head as being the ith "tape". 
Taking this approach gives us a rudimentary notion of a "tape" as a set of locations in 
storage. Note, however, that nothing we have said excludes the possibility that different 
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"tapes" will have locations in common, and, indeed, having the ith andjth "tape" be 
the same set is a natural way to represent the situation where the two heads are "on 
the same tape". 
We wish now to characterize the structure or topology of these "tapes"; that is, to 
describe which locations on the "tapes" are adjacent to one another in the sense that 
a head can "move ''1 from one to the other in a single step in the operation of the 
Bounded Action Machine. As matters tand, even assuming finite patching and totality, 
the topology of the "tapes" is very unrestricted and examples of "tapes" may be given 
which are quite "untape-like". Indeed, so far, we have not even assumed that the 
heads necessarily "move" but only that there are many ways in which they can be 
initially positioned. Thus our goal here is to discover elementary properties of "tapes" 
which cause them to be "tape-like". 
As a first step in this direction, we introduce concepts and mathematical apparatus 
which can be used to describe "tape" structure. This is done in Sections IV and V, and 
then employed in Sections VI and VII to produce the desired characterizations. 
At the beginning of Section IV, we introduce the concept of the graph of a tape as a 
natural means to represent the topology of a tape. We regard the elements of Hi (the 
set of locations at which the ith head may be positioned) as the vertices of the graph 
and connect wo vertices by a directed edge if, given an appropriate loading of the 
storage, a single step in the machines operation will "move" the ith head from the 
location corresponding to the first vertex to the second. This obvious device reduces 
the problem of characterizing the topology of tapes to the question of characterizing the 
"tape-like" graphs. 
We are still faced with the problem of insuring that the heads do, infact, "move". 
To this end we introduce the notion of the graph of a Bounded Action Machine. Here 
the vertices are the elements of H, the set of head-positionings, and again, two vertices 
are connected by a directed edge if a single step will carry the heads from one to the 
other. We then argue that the natural condition to impose to ensure "head-motion" is 
that this graph be strongly connected. This not only assures that the heads "move," 
but also reflects that notion that any information on the tapes of a real computer 
can be accessed under "program control". Actually, the correct interpretation of this 
strong connectivity axiom is weaker as it only requires that access be possible by means 
of a finite sequence of "programs." 
In Section V we introduce and study the notion of a relocation. This notion arises 
from the observation that on, say, a tape of a real computer we can relocate the informa- 
tion and heads to any position we desire by "sliding" both an equal distance along the 
tape and (barring running off and end of the tape) this will have no effect on the opera- 
tions performed or the final result beyond the fact that they will be similarly relocated. 
i We adopt the common, and mathematically convenient, convention of automata theory 
of having the heads "move" rather than the "tapes". 
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What we do in this section is to formalize the notion of such a relocation in a very 
general manner and study its properties. For the most part we restrict our attention to 
Bounded Action Machines which enjoy the finite patching and totality properties and 
whose graphs are strongly connected. Under these conditions, we show that, one, for 
any two head-positionings there is at most one relocation that will carry one to the 
other without disturbing the "addressable memory;" two, that the relocations form a 
group (in the algebraic sense); and three, that this group is intimately related to the 
structure of the graph of the Bounded Action Machine. 
The relationship between the group of relocations and the structure of the graph of 
a Bounded Action Machine suggests that the structure of "tapes" may be naturally 
characterized in terms of relocations. This seems particularly natural to us since the 
relocations reflect he uniformity, if any, of the "tape's" structure. The question then 
is, what is the natural set of relocations ? In Section VI we propose one answer, namely 
that the natural set of relocations i that which enables any given head to be relocated 
anywhere upon its "tape" without disturbing (causing relocations) on the other 
"tapes" (though if several heads are on a "single tape", relocating one may entail the 
relocating of the others). What this says, in effect, is that each "tape" has a uniform 
structure. We say a Bounded Action Machine is strongly relocatable if it has such a set 
of relocations, has a strongly connected graph, and enjoys the finite patching and 
totality properties. We then consider two cases, one where there is but "one head per 
tape", and two, where are "multiheaded tapes". We show that in the first case a 
strongly relocatable Bounded Action Machine "looks" very much like a "computer" 
or Turing Machine. In brief, it has a finite description (A is induced by a finite function 
similar to the state table of a Turing Machine, or a CPU) and the "tapes" and graph 
of the machine have a simple mathematical structure [that of a group-graph (color 
group)] which, we argue, is a natural generalization of the structure of existing tapes. 
The "multiheaded" case is somewhat more complex for, as matters tand, we may not  
necessarily assume that the transition function A does not depend on the relative 
"distance" between the heads. We show though that if dependence on "distance" is 
excluded, then we again get a "computer-like" or "Turing machine-like" model. In 
this section we also discuss Cook's Bounded Activity Machines [2] and show how they 
relate to our Bounded Action Machines. 
While the models developed in Section VI are "computer-like", they, like the models 
developed by Cook [2], include machines which can "compute" noncomputable 
functions. (Unfortunately, in order to physically construct such a "supercomputing" 
Bounded Action Machine, one must first "compute" certain oncomputable functions.) 
This is proved in Section VII. We are then faced with the problem of axiomatically 
eliminating these "supercomputing", unbuildable machines. A "mathematically 
obvious," albeit not completely satisfying, solution is suggested which provides an 
even more "computer-like" model. The formal axiom is that the group of relocations 
be Abelian. Informally this corresponds to the requirement that the "motions" of the 
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heads add commutatively (in the manner of "vectors") so that the end result of a 
sequence of "motions" is independent of their order. 
The Abelian axiom of Section VII  completes our general model of the computer 
specie. In Section VI I I  we briefly summarize this final model and then go on to 
suggest a variety of specific problems and general directions for future research. 
0.4 Notational Conventions 
We shall employ the notation 
{x ~ P@)} 
to denote the set of all objects x with the property P. 
Given a set A, we shall write a c'~) ~ A '~ to denote an m-tuple of elements of A. 
Given sets A x, A~ .... , As ,  and a E A 1 x A 2 X "- x A s we write [a]A~ to denote 
the Aith component of a. 
Also, given 
we write 
to denote the set 
ACA 1 x A2 • "" x As ,  
[A]A, 
{a i ~ a ~ = [a]A, for some a6A}.  
By a function f :  A---~B we mean a single-valued relation fCA  x B, i.e., if 
(a, b), (a, b')  ~f  then b == b'. 
If  
{a ~ for some b, (a, b) E l}  = A, 
then f is a total function; otherwise, f is a partial function. I f  (a, b) ~f  we say f is 
defined at a and has value f (a )  = b. 
I f f  : A --~ A then for every integer n > 0 and a ~ A we def iner "(a) as follows: 
f ' (a )  = f (a) 
and, for n > 1, 
f "(a) - -  f (y "-l(a)). 
Given a function, say f : A --+ B and C C A we shall write f ,  C to denote the 
restriction o f f  to C; i.e., 
f I C = {(a, b~ ~ <a, b) ~f  and a ~ C}. 
Given two funct ionsf  : X ~ Z and g : Y--+ Z and given C C X c3 Y we shall write 
f =g[ IC  
fo r f l  C =g i  C. 
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Given two partial funct ionsf  and g mapping X -+ Z we wr i te f  (x) ~ g(x) to mean 
that e i thcr f  and g are both undefined at x ~ X, or else they are both defined and equal. 
In much of this paper, we will be dealing with m-tuples h = {sl, s 2 ..... sin) ~ H C Sm. 
We shall find it convenient to abuse notation to the extent of also writing h to denote 
the set {s 1 , s 2 ..... s,,} as well as the m-tuple. In particular, we shall do this in such 
expressions as, given A C S, 
hc~A, hu  A, A --h, hCA.  
However, given say, k : S--+ A then we understand k(h) to be the m-tuple 
k(h) = (h(sl), k(s2) . . . . .  k (s , . ) ) .  
I. BASIC DEFINITIONS AND CONCEPTS 
1.1 Bounded Action Machines, Axioms I and H 
In this section we present he formal definition of a Bounded Action Machine. We 
then introduce, and briefly discuss, the substructures of Bounded Action Machines 
which will form our principle objects of study. 
The following formal definition of a Bounded Action Machine closely follows the 
informal description given in the introduction. The critical notion embodied in this 
definition is that of the active locations corresponding to a given instantaneous des- 
cription. It  should be noted that the active locations are not given explicitly. The 
definition says only that for a given instantaneous description (k, h) E IV, the active 
locations are a subset (possibly empty) of the set 8(k) u h. 
By a Bounded Action Machine B we mean a nine-tuple: 
B -- (A, S,n,m, It, K, IV, 8, A), 
where: 
A is a finite, nonempty set (the alphabet); 
S is a countable, nonempty set (the storage locations); 
n is a nonnegative integer (the dependency bound); 
m is a nonnegative integer, n + m > 0 (the head count); 
HC S m, m _y6 0 <=> H ~ 0; if m := 0, H = S O ---- {0) (the set of head positions); 
K C A s, K ~- 0, (the set of permissible contents); 
IVC K • H, [ [q/c --= K, [W]n = H, (the set of instantaneous descriptions); 
8 : K -+ the set of all subsets of S of at most n dements (the decoding function); 
A : W-+ IV (the transition function). Let A~c : IV-+ K and An : IV-+ H denote 
the two projections of A; i.e., for every (k, h) ~ IV, A(k, h) = (Ax(k, h), An(k, h)). 
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All the above definitions being subject o the two conditions: 
AXIOM I: 
we have  
and 
Given (kl, h) E W, then for any k s ~ K such that ( k2 , h) E W and 
kl = h~ II h w 8(kd 
Ax(k~ , h) -~ Ax( l~ , h)11 h u ~(~), 
A,~(k~, h) = A~(k~,  h), 
AK(k2 , h) = k2 l! S --  (h u 3(k1) . 
Informally: If  (k 1 , h) and (ks, h) are both instantaneous descriptions and they 
agree on h u 8(kl), then, in both cases, the next step in the machine's operation will 
give the same result on h u 8(kl), will cause the same motion of the heads, and will not 
modify any locations outside of h t.) 8(kl). 
AXIOM I I :  For every s in S 
( k2 , h) in W and 
but either 
Or 
there exist k 1 , k s ~ K, and h ~ H with (k x , h) and 
k l  = ks II s - (s); 
Ax(hx , h) :;& Ax(h2 , h)II s - (s}, 
An(hx , h) ~= An(h2, h), 
AK(kl , h)(s) :~: kx(s ). 
Informally: For every location s in S we can find two instantaneous descriptions 
which are the same except possibly in s, but are such that the next step either produces 
different results for the two instantaneous descriptions in locations other than s, or 
results in different head motions, or changes the contents of s. In short, the result 
of the next step depends on, or changes, the contents of s, so s is active at that step. 
This completes the definition of a Bounded Action Machine. We caution the reader 
to remember that the names given to the different sets and functions are merely aids 
to interpretation and anything they may suggest that is not echoed by the mathematics 
is not part of the definition. 
The active locations for a given instantaneous description (k, h) E W were infor- 
mally defined as those locations whose contents were either modified or determined 
the changes which occurred in a single step starting from the given instantaneous 
description. Inspection of the above formal definition will show that these locations 
always form a subset of the set 3(k) u h and thus are bounded in number by virtue of 
the bound n + m on the size of 8(k) u h. In numerous instances in the following 
development, we will wish to talk about the locations whose contents are changed at a 
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given step rather than about all the active locations; for this reason, it is convenient to 
introduce the notation 
Ch(k, h) = (s ~ S ~ Ax(k, h)(s) ~ k(s)}, 
for the set of locations whose contents change in the step from (k, h) to A(k, h). 
Because the dependency function 3 is used so often, it is convenient, and neater, to 
abbreviate 3(k) by 8k and we shall, in general, use this contraction. 
The following consequences of the axioms, while trivial, are worth noting since they 
will play a significant role. 
1. The final line in Axiom I may be replaced by: 
Ch(k 1 , h) = Ch(k, , h) C h w 3~; 
2. Ax(k, h) = k ]~ S -- (h u 3k) for all (k, h) ~ W; 
3. In any Bounded Action Machine, 
s = (U,~k) u (U~.h). 
That the last equality holds is, of course, a consequence of (and major motivation for) 
Axiom II. 
1.2 Additional Basic Concepts 
Our main interest in this paper is in the gross structure of memory and in particular 
in finding general characterizations of "tapes" and "addressable" or "internal memo- 
ry". Using the general Bounded Action Machine Model, we can formulate first 
approximations of these concepts, or, at least, take the first steps in the right direction. 
As the "tapes" of a Bounded Action Machine, it seems reasonable to take the set 
(3~nh since this is precisely the set of locations in storage which can be "read" by the 
heads. Going further, we can consider the set U~n[h]i as the "ith tape" since this is 
precisely the set of locations "read" by the ith head. This, of course, does not tell us 
about the structure of the "tapes". It merely delineates them. Indeed, as is shown by 
some of the examples of Section II, these "tapes" may be quite "untape-like". 
As we used the term "addressable memory" in the introduction, it encompassed all
memory and registers, etc., not part of the "tapes". This suggests that we might 
define "addressable memory" as the complement of the "tapes"; i.e., as S -- U~=rth. 
However, since our goal is maximal generality, it seems premature to assume that the 
"tapes" and "addressable memory" are necessarily disjoint, and, in any case, this 
definition does not appear to be very productive. It does, however, suggest the essen- 
tial property of "addressable memory" which we will employ as the basis of our 
study; namely; to speak informally, what a computer or Turing Machine will do at a 
given step, depends only on the contents of the "addressable memory" (including all 
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"internal registers") and what the "tape heads" are "reading". Thus, the "addressable 
memory" is a subset of storage which contains all information ecessary to predict he 
next step other than that provided by the "heads". The "addressable memory" is, of 
course, not the only subset of storage with this property--any superset of the "addres- 
sable memory" will serve as well. Nonetheless this notion will provide the necessary 
starting point and is easily formalized as follows: 
DEFINITION. Let B be a Bounded Action Machine, then by a Dependency-Activity- 
Domain (DA-domain) for B we mean a subset D C S such that, for all k x , k 2 ~ K and 
h~H,  i f (k  x ,h )  and(ks ,h )EWandk  l=k  s ! lDUh, then  
AK(kl, h) = AK(k2, h)[[ O • h 
Ch(kl , h) = Ch(k2 , h) C D u h 
A, , (k l  , h) = A,,(h2 , h). 
That a DA-domain does provide the information required for "predicting" the next 
step follows from: 
TnEom~M 1.1. I f  B is a Bounded Action Machine and D C S is a DA-domain 
for B, then there exists a partial 2 function 
A* : A D • A m • H-+ A ~ • A '~ • H 
which induces the transition function A; that is, for every (k, h) ~ W, 
A* : (k [ D, k(h), h) = (w, a ~,  h') 
i f  and only if 
AK(k, h)[ D = w, 
Ax(k, h)(h) = a("), 
A~(h,  h) = h'. 
Proof. Let A* be the relation 
A*C(A  D • A"  • H) • (A D • A"  • H) 
consisting of the pairs (of triples) 
( (k  i d, k(h), h), (AK(k, h)] D, Ax(k, h)(h), An(h, h))), 
for all (k, h) E W. That A* is single-valued follows from the definition of DA-domain 
since k 1 = k2 ~,] D and kl(h ) = k2(h) together imply k I --- k 2 [[ D ~y h. That A* has the 
stated properties follows from taking h I - k 2 in the definition of DA-domain. 
Q.E.D. 
2 See Section 0.4 for definition of "partial function". 
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This definition does not determine a unique subset of storage. Indeed, it is easy to 
see that, in any Bounded Action Machine, the sets S and [3k~rSk are both DA-domains. 
Intuitively, we might expect hat the natural choice for the "addressable memory" of 
a Bounded Action Machine would be its smallest DA-domain (under set-theoretic 
inclusion) and that, as in existing computers, this would be a finite set. The situation 
though is not quite this simple. First of all, we do not know that every Bounded 
Action Machine has a smallest DA-domain and, as shown in Section II, there exist 
Bounded Action Machines whose smallest DA-domain is infinite. However, in Sec- 
tion IIi, we show that the addition of two simple and natural axioms will suffice to 
assure the existence of a unique smallest and finite DA-domain. 
We end this section by introducing one additional notion: the relative activity 
domain, which provides a useful tool for studying the structure of "addressable 
memories". While use is made of this tool in this paper, preliminary research as 
shown that it will be even more useful in future papers for the study of the micro- 
structure of "addressable memory". 
DEFINITION'. Let B be a Bounded Action Machine. Given (k, h) E W we say that 
U C S is a relative activity domain of k with respect o h [a rad(h) of k] if and only if 
for a l l k '  9  i f (k ' ,h )  9  =k[ lUuhthen  
Ar(k' ,  h) = A(k, h)l: U u h, 
Ch(h', h) = Ch(k, h) c u • h, 
A,,(k', h) -- A,,(k, h). 
PROPOSITION 1.2. I f  B is a Bounded Action Machine, then 
1. I f  (k, h) e W then 8k is a rad(h) for k. 
2. I f  D is a DA-domain for B and (k, h) 9 W then D is a rad(h) for k. 
3. I f  U is a rad(h) for k and U C 1,7 C S, then V is a rad(h) for k. 
4. I f  U is a rad(h) for k and (k',  h) E W such that k' =- k i[ U u h then U is a 
rad(h) for k'. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let B be a Bounded ,'tction Machine and let h 9 H, k t , k s ..... k~ 9 K 
and U 1 , Us,..., U~_I be subsets of S such that, for i = 1, 2 ..... p --  1, (ki  , h)  9 W, Us 
is a rad(h) for k~ , and ki := ki+l :,l Ui ~9 h, then, for all i, j ,  1 <~ i < j <~ p, 
AK(k, , h) -- A~c(kj , h)l' h cJ N Uq 
q:;1 
Au(k,  , h) =- An(kj  , h) 
Oh(k,, h) --  Ch(kj , h) C I, u 0 C~o. 
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Proof. 
it follows, from the definition of rad(h) of k~, that, for i = I, 2 ..... p -- 1, 
A~c(k, h) = A~:(k~+I , h)II U~ u h, 
Ch(k,,  h) = Ch(k,+~, h) c u, u h, 
and 
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Since, for i = 1, 2,..., p -- 1, U~ is a rad(h) for k~ and k~ = hi+ 1 H U~ t3 h, 
AH(ki , h) = An(hi+l,  h). 
But the desired results then follow by transitivity. Q.E.D. 
II. EXAMPLES OF BOUNDED ACTION MACHINES 
The examples of Bounded Action Machines in this section should help to clarify 
the basic definition and will, in any case, be used in proofs later in the paper. In the 
introduction we have already indicated how a (suitably idealized) computer is a model 
of a Bounded Action Machine. That example and our choice of suggestive t rminology 
naturally lead one to think of Bounded Action Machines, and their parts, in terms of 
computer-like analogs. We hope that some of the more "pathological" examples 
given here will help dispel this tendency; the reader, though, should have little 
difficulty producing even more "pathological" examples. 
Our first three examples are Bounded Action Machine analogs of Turing Machines. 
The first one is a straightforward analog with "tapes" and "internal memory" re- 
presented in a manner in line with the discussion presented in the preceding section. 
The second two Turing Machine representations are somewhat "pathological," the 
first having no "tapes" and the second having no "internal memory". To aid the 
description of these machines, we employ the following informal definition of a Turing 
Machine. 
A Turing Machine M is given by a 4-tuple (T, Q, f, b), where T is a finite set (of 
tape symbols), Q is a finite set (of internal states), f : T x Q --~ T x Q x {R, L} (the 
operation function), and b e T (the blank symbol). The Turing Machine consists of a 
two-way infinite tape divided into squares, in each of which is some symbol from T 
(all but finitely many squares containing the symbol h), at any instant of time one of the 
squares is under scan (by the tape-head of the machine) and the machine is in some 
state from Q. The machine operates, step-by-step, in accordance with the function f. 
That is, if at the beginning of a step the machine is scanning symbol t on the tape, is in 
state q and f ( t ,  q) = (t', q', M) (Me{R,L})  then at the end of the step the symbol 
initially under scan will have been changed to t', the internal state will have changed to 
q', and the tape head will have been moved one square to the right if M = R, or one 
square to the left if M = L. 
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EXAMPLE 1. First model of a Turing Machine. Let M = (T, Q,f,  b) be a Turing 
Machine as defined above. By representing the Turing Machine's tape by the set Z of 
all integers and by providing an additional storage location 0 in which to store the 
internal state of the Turing Machine, we may easily produce an equivalent Bounded 
Action Machine B = (A, S, n, m, H, K, W, 8, A), as follows: 
s = z u (0) 
A=TuQ 
K = the set of all maps k : S --+ .4 such that 
(i) k lZ :S - - , -T  
(ii) for all but finitely many z 6 Z, 
k(z) -- b 
(iii) k(O) ~Q 
n=: l  
m=l  
H- -Z  
W=KxH 
A : W ~ W such that, if (k, h) ~ W and 
f (k(h), k(O)) -~ (t', q', rn)(m ~ {R, L}) 
then 
At(k, h) = (k [(S -- {B, h})) u {(0, q')} u {(h, t')} 
and 
An(k,h) = ~h+ l i fm =R 
~h-  1 i fm ----L 
and lastly, for all k E K 
3(k) = {0}. 
In our intuitive development of the concept of a Bounded Action Machine, the 
set H (or rather the set of the elements of S which occur as elements of the m-tuples 
in H) correspond to the tapes of the computer. In the preceding example H again 
corresponded to the "tape" of the Turing Machine. We shall now give a second means 
for modeling Turing Machines in which this is not the case; indeed, in this model, we 
will have H = {0}. 
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EXAMVLE 2. Second model of a Turing Machine. In this example we again repre- 
sent the Tur ing Machine's "tape" by the set Z of integers, but, as mentioned above, 
we do not have any heads nor do we have a separate storage location for the internal 
state of the Turing Machine. What we do is write the internal state in the storage and 
its position indicates the "head position". The reader should note that this makes S 
the smallest DA-domain of the machine. We take: 
is as above 
S=Z 
A ~ T • (Q u {0}), 0 r Q 
K ----- the set of all maps k : S -+ A such that 
i. for all but finitely many s e S 
ii. for but one s e S 
m --~- 0 
H - -  {0} 
n=3 
W = =  K(---- K • {0)) 
: K--*  S such that for every k ~ K, 8(k) = {s o --  1, so, s o + 1} 
where s o is the element of S such that [h(so)]ou{o} ~Q 
A : W-~ W such that, for every k ~ IV, if when s o 
f(k(so) = (t', q', m), (m E {R,L)) 
then 
$'~$0 
=,o  
Q u {0}, 
[A (k ) (s ) ]~-  = 
and, where 0 '  = 
[A(k)(s)]o, = l 
0 for s # s o ~ 1, s o -- 1 
O i fs  =So+ l ,m =L  
q i f s=s  o+ l ,m=R 
8 i f s=s  o -  l ,m = R 
q i f s=s  o - l ,m =L .  
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EXAMPLE 3. Third model of a Turing Machine. For the sake of completeness, we 
give a third model of a Turing Machine, this time with n ~ 0 and thus with the 
empty set as its smallest DA-domain. 
Take S, A, and K as in Example 1, then take 
n~0 
m - -2  
= z x (o)  
W-- - -KxH 
A : W--+ W such that if (k, h) E W and 
f(k(h)) = (t', q', mp(m ~{R,L}) 
then, where h = (z, 0), 
Ax(k ,  h) = k I(S - -  h) u ((O, q')} u ((z, t ' ) )  
and 
Au(k,  h) ---- $(z+l ,O)  if m-- - -R 
! ( z - - l ,O)  if m----L 
and, lastly, for all k ~ K 
~(k) = 0. 
EXAMPLE 4. W~: K • H. In this example, we present a Bounded Action 
Machine in which W~ K x H. While this particular machine has no intrinsic 
interest, it will be useful later as a counterexample. Let g be some onto function 
g : N --~ N (the natural numbers). 
S == N (the natural numbers) 
A -= {0, 1} 
K =: the set of all maps k : N--+{O,1) which are 
0 on all but finitely many elements of S. 
For each k E K let n k ~ ~. k(i) 2 ~. 
i=0 
n- - -1  
m - -  1 
H~=N 
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8 : K ~ N such that for each k ~ K, 8(k) = g(nk). 
W = the set of all pairs (k, n~) 
A : W--~ W such that for each (k, n~) ~ W 
A(k, n~) = (k', nk') 
where, for all s e S 
l k !  ) f~ s~g(nk)  
k'(s) = for s --- g(nk), k(s) = 0 
for s=g(nk) ,  k(s) = 1 
Five additional examples of Bounded Action Machines are given in later sections. 
I I I .  TOTALITY AND FINITE PATCHING 
3. I Totality and Finite Patching Axioms 
In this section we introduce the totality and finite-patching axioms and show that 
they are sufficient conditions for a Bounded Action Machine to have a uniquely 
defined minimal finite DA-domain. Because of the considerable generality of our 
approach, we hold that the natural interpretation of this result is that the "addressable 
memory" of a computer is necessarily finite. In addition to this main result, a number 
of minor results are presented which, again, preliminary research as indicated are 
useful for investigating "addressing schemes", or, in short, for going beyond the scope 
of this paper to the sorting out of the subspecies of the computer specie. We would like 
to mention that many of the results in this section were originally proved for the 
"tapeless" case (H = {r by J. Thatcher [3]. 
The new axioms are as follows: 
AXIOM II I .  The Finite Patching Property. I f  k, k' E K and So is a finite subset of S , 
then the function 
k" = (k l  S - -  So) u (k' :  So) 
is also in K. 
AXIOM IV. The totality property: W = K • tt. 
Our contention that these two axioms hold for ordinary computers requires some 
explanation in order to avoid "obvious counterexamples". Basically we ask the reader 
to take the largest possible sets for K and W when modeling a real computer. Thus K 
should be viewed as consisting of every possible assignment of contents to the loca- 
tions in storage for which the operation of the machine is defined; K should not be 
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restricted to just those situations which would actually occur in practice, that is, as a 
result of loading and running a program. It is, of course, easy to frustrate the finite 
patching property by, say, introducing two special registers which are required to 
always have the same contents. However, it is equally easy to frustrate this "quibble" 
by viewing these two registers as one (of twice the original length), and simultaneously 
enlarging A to include the required 'double-precision'-symbols, thus restoring the 
finite patching. The same situation holds with regard to IV. It is the set of instan- 
taneous descriptions for which the operation of the machine is defined, not just the set 
of instantaneous descriptions which occur in the running of the machine. 
3.2 Some Lemmas 
The following lemma plays a fundamental role in the following development and is 
generally useful. 
LEM~ 3.1. Let B be a total Bounded Action Machine with the finite patching 
property. Then, for all k, k ~ K and all h ~ H, i f  
k = k' II h U (~k n ~k'), 
then 
Zx(k, h) = Ax(k',  h)11 h w (3k n 3k'), 
Ch(L h) = Ch(k', h) C h u (~k ~ 8k'), 
An(k, h) = Au(k', h). 
Proof. Consider the function 
h" = (k I ~k) u (k'j S - -  ~k). 
Since B has the finite patching property, we know k" E K, and since B is total, we know 
that (k", h) ~ IV. Now 3k is a rad(h) for k and ~k' is a rad(h) for k'. Furthermore, 
since k and k' agree on h u (Sk c~ 3k') it follows that 
k =k" l lhU3k  and k" =k ' ihU3k ' .  
But then, by Proposition 1.2 we have that 3k' is a rad(h) for k", and the theorem 
follows immediately from Lemma 1.3 (takep = 3, k 1 = k, k 2 = k', k 3 = k', Da -~ 3k, 
D 2 = 3k'). Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 3.2. I f  B is a total Bounded Action Machine with the finite patching 
property and h ~ 1t, let 
K[h] = {k ~ Ax(k, h) ~ k l[ S --  h}; 
then, for all k ~ K and k' ~ K[h], k(h) = k'(h) implies 
3k n 8k' ~ O. 
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Proof. Say 8k n 8h' = O, then since h = k' II O, it follows from the preceding 
lemma that 
Ax(h',  h) : h' Ii S -- h. 
Hence k' r K[h] - -a  contradiction Q.E.D. 
3.3 Finite DA-Domains and "Addressable Memory" 
We turn now to the rather laborious process of proving the main result of this 
section, Theorem 3.8, that Axioms I I I  and IV imply the existence of a unique, mini- 
mal, finite DA-domain. The proof may be roughly sketched as follows: Trivially, if 
every DA-domain of a Bounded Action Machine B is infinite, then any infinite 
increasing sequence D o C D x C D2 C ... of finite subsets of S is such that each D~ is 
not a DA-domain. What we do is show one way to construct such a sequence which, 
under the assumptions of finite patching and totality, leads to a contradiction. In 
Lemma 3.3 we show that, if a Bounded Action Machine B satisfies the totality property 
and has only infinite DA-domains, then we can construct such a sequence, starting 
from D O --  0, as follows: Given D i ,  pick k i ,  k~ ~ K and hi ~ H which serve to show 
that D i is not a DA-domain (see below) and then take Di+ 1 - "  Di U 3k i U 8k~. Such 
a sequence {Di} of sets can, of course, be represented by its corresponding sequence 
{(ki, k~, hi)} and it is, in fact, these sequences that we work with. In  Lemmas 3.4 and 
3.5 we show that given any such sequence S = {(ki, k~, h~)} and given any integer 
q > 0, we can extract from S an infinite subsequence S q ~ {(kg.i, k'q. i , hq.i) } such 
that, for all r ~ q and i >~ 0, 
r--1 
j=0 
and 
Then, employing both the totality and finite patching properties, we show in 
Theorem 3.6 that by choosing q > n (the dependency bound of B), we can construct 
from Sq an infinite sequence {(k;, k; ' ,  h~)) such that k o : ko, k~" : k~ and for all 
r ~q ,  
~--1 r--1 
k;" = k li S - -  (3 ha k;" = k' II s - U h~ 
j=0  j=0 
and, for i < r, 
k;'(h,) = k,(h,) k;'(h,) = k~(h,). 
t But then, where we define D r = U~=0(3kq,~ u 8kq.~) , we get that for every r ~ q, 
Dr n 8k~ has at least r elements; hence, Dq n 3k~ has q elements, but 
q > n = #Sk~" >/#(Dq n 3k~'), 
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a contradiction, from which it follows that some of the DA-domains for B must be 
finite. 
In Theorem 3.7 we employ this result to show that if H is finite, then so is the set S 
of storage locations. In 3.8 we prove that Axioms I I I  and IV imply that the set of 
DA-domains is closed under finite intersection. Finally, as a corollary of Theorems 3.6 
and 3.8 we get the main result, that finite patching and totality imply the existence of 
a unique, minimal, finite DA-domain. 
Before proceeding to the proof, we note that, if either Axiom I l I  or Axiom IV fails 
to hold, then the minimal DA-domain may be infinite. This is shown by Examples 2 
and 4 of Section II. In Example 2, finite patching fails to hold, while in Example 4, 
totality fails and in both cases the minimal DA-domain is infinite. 
DEFINITION. Given a Bounded Action Machine B an Independency Sequence S 
for B is a sequence 
S =:~ (ko, k;, ho), (k, ,  k;, hx) ..... (h, ,  k;, h~) .... 
such that, for r = O, 1, 2,..., if we define 
D0(S) = 0 
and, for r > 0, 
we have 
r--1 
Dr(S) = U (~k, u 3k;), 
i~0 
I. (k, ,  h r), (k;, h,) e W, 
2. A(h,, hr) r (h, ,  hr), 
3. kr = h;[(D,  u hr), 
but at least one of the conditions 
is not satisfied. 
Ax(k~ , h~) = AK(k'~ , hgl n~ u h~ 
Ch(k~ , h.3 = Ch(h; , h~) C D.  u h. 
A . (k~ , h.) = An(k ; ,  h~) 
LEMMA 3.3. I f  B is a total Bounded Action Machine and B does not have a finite 
DA-domain, then B has an infinite dependency sequence S. 
Proof. We shall show how any independency sequence Sr of length r >/0  can be 
extended to one of length r + 1 ; the desired result will then follow directly. 
~7I/2/I-3 
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Let us assume we have an independency sequence $~ of length r (for r = 0 take 
S~ = O, Dr ~= 0). Now say we cannot find a triple (kr+l, k'r+l, hr+t) such that 
S,+1 - -S , ,  (kr+l, k;+l, h~+l) 
is an independency sequence for B. Since B is total, we know that given any k E K and 
h a H we have (k, h) E W. Thus, the above assumption implies that, for all k, k' ~ K 
andhEH,  i f k -  k' [] D~ u h then either A(k, h) = (k, h), or 
and 
Ax(k, h) = Ax(k', h)[[ Dr t..2 h, 
Ch(k, h) = Ch(k', h) C Or u h, 
An(k, h) = An(k', h), 
(1) 
by the definition of independency sequence. However, A(k, h)~= (k, h) and 
A(k', h) = (k', h) again imply that the conditions (1) hold. But this says that Dr is a 
DA-domain for B and since D r is finite, we have a contradiction unless the desired 
triple (k~+ x, k'~+ 1 , h~+l) exists. Thus it follows that S~ can be extended to an indepen- 
dency sequence S~+x of length r + 1. From this, it follows that there exists an infinite 
sequence of independency sequences, S l ,  $2 ..... such that if i < j then Si consists 
of the first i terms of Sj; and it is easily seen that the infinite sequence 
s = (ho, k6, ho), (k~, ki, h~) ..... (kr, k;, hr) ..... 
where, for 9 ~= O, 1,2 ..... (k f ,  k'r, hr) is the final term of Sr+x, is the desired infinite 
independency sequence. Q.E.D. 
I t DEFINITION. Given that (k~, k~, h~) and (kq, kq, hq) are terms in an indepen- 
dency sequence, we say that 
if, for every 
we have 
s ~ h~ n (h~ w ~k~), 
LEMMA 3.4. I f  B is a Bounded Action Machine and S0/s an infinite independency 
sequence for B then there exists an independency sequence 
s*  = ._o:h*,-oh*', h*), (k?, k~*', h*) ..... (k 7, k*', h*) .... 
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for B such that S* is an infinite subsequence of S o and for all 9 > 0 
h,  ~,, hg)>.  k* k~*', t,*). 
Proof. We shall give an inductive procedure for generating a sequence 
So 3 S t D $2 D ... D S T D ... of successive infinite subsequences of S0 and we will 
show that for some p ~ m + n, ST has the desired property. 
Take So as given and let E(0)  : 0. Now given, for r >~ 0, 
S r = tr, o , tr.1 , tr.a ,...~ tr,~ ,... 
(where, for p = 0, 1, 2,..., tr.~ = (kr .~,  k'r,~, hr,~)) and given E(r), let 
T(r) = {t,.~ ~ t,.o ~ t,.,}. 
We then have two cases: 
Case 1. If  the set T(r) is infinite, then take Sr+l to be the infinite subsequence 
of Sr consisting of just the terms in T(r). Clearly, we may then take S* = S~+x and 
we are done. 
Case II. If  the set T(r) is finite, then define 
E(r + 1) = E( 9 u hr. o 
and partition the set of terms in Sr in accordance with the equivalence relation ~r  
such that t~.~ ~,  t,.q if and only if, for each 
s ~ E(r + 1) : k,.~(s) = k,.q(s), s ~ h,.~ <~> s ~ h,.q, and s ~ 3kr. ~ ~,. s ~ 8kr.q 9 
Now the resulting partition is finite since E(r + 1) is finite (as is shown by induction 
on r) and A is finite. Thus, since S, is infinite, at least one of the ~%-equivalence 
classes must be infinite. Pick such an infinite ~-equivalence class and let S~+1 be the 
infinite subsequence of S~ consisting of just these terms. 
We wish now to show that the above process terminates, i.e., that for some p, T(p) 
is infinite. To prove this, we shall show that for all 9 i > 0, if T( 9 is finite then 
C( 9 =act  #(E( r  + 1) m (hr+l, i U 8kr~_l.i) ~ 9 
Since C(r) is clearly bounded by #(hr+a,i u 3k~_x.,) ~< m + n, it will follow that T( 9 
must be infinite for 9 > m + n, and the theorem will follow accordingly. 
We proceed by induction on r. For 9 = 0 the claim is trivial so let us assume it has 
been proved for 9 = p - -  1, p >/ 1, and that T(p) is finite. Now T(p) finite implies 
T(p - -  1) was finite and thus, that S T was produced by means of Case II. This in turn 
implies that t~, i ~_ l t~, t  for all terms t~.i, t=.j in S=. Similarly, S~I  is produced by 
means of Case I I  and so E(p + I) ---- E(p) u h~, o and t~+l. i "~  tf+a. ~ for all terms 
t~__l, i , t~+l, i in S~+1 9 From this, it follows that if for any term t~+l. i in S~+x we have 
t~. 0 ~ t~+l. i then for all terms t=+x. j in S=+1 we have t~. o)> t~x.s. But then, since 
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S~+t C Sp,  we would have T(r) infinite--a contradiction. Thus, for every term 
t~+].j in S~_x we have t~. 0 ~ t~_Lj. That is, for each term t~ l . j  in S~+x there must 
exist s~ ~ h~. 0 r3 (h~+x,j u 8k~+x,j) such that k~+ld(Sj) if: k~.o(S~), by the definition of ~ .  
But from t~.i ~ ~_lt~.; for all i and j,  and from S~A C S~ it then follows that for 
each t~:a. j , 
sj E E(p -= 1) - -  E(p). 
Thus, for all j ,  since t~~ ~ S~1 implies t~_1. ~- ~ S~, 
#(E(p  ~- l )  f'~ (h~0+l,. ~ k.J ~kl~+l.,)) = #(E(p)  m (h~+l .  j I..j ~kv41.~)) + l ,  
and the truth of the claim follows immediately by induction Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let B be a Bounded Action 2kIachine with an infinite independency 
sequence S. Then for each integer q >1 0 there exists an independency sequence 
9 i t S" = (ko, o , k.. o , hq.o), (k~a,  k~. 1 , hq,x) .... , (kq,~, h.,~, hq.q) .... 
such that, for  every r ~ q, and every i ~ O, 
r--1 
k J 9 I. kq., = o.r+, t DrY; (D~o = (3 (~k~.j u ~k~.j)), 
j=O 
2. (kq.r, kq.T , hq.~)~ <kq.,,i , k'q.T+~, hq.,+~). 
Proof. We proceed by induction on q. 
For q : 0, let S be any independency sequence for B. By the preceding lemma we 
know there exists an infinite independency sequence S* C S such that, where 
S* = to*, t* ..... t* r y*.,1 
we have to* > tL  r = 0, 1, 2 ..... It suffices then to take S o = S* since Do~ *) = O, 
so the second condition is trivially satisfied. 
Assume now that the desired result has been proved for q - -  1 ~> 0 and that 
Sq-1  = tq_l, 0 ~ tq--t.l , , , . ,  tq--l,q- 1 , tq--l,q ,...~ tq--X,r , .... 
Consider the infinite subsequence S~_ 1 of S q-l, 
Sq_  1 = tq_ l .  q , tq_ l .q+ 1 , . . .~ tq_ l .  r , . . . .  
Partition the set of terms in Sq_ 1 in accordance with the equivalence relation ~-~q 
where 
tr ~-r tq-ld ~ hu-l,i = kq-ld t[ (D~-I) 9 
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Clearly, ---~ partitions the set of terms in S~_l into but a finite number of sets and thus 
at least one of these ~_~q-equivalence lasses is infinite. Pick such an infinite ~-  
^ 
equivalence class and let S~-i be the infinite subsequence of Sq_ 1 consisting of just 
these terms. Now S~_1 is clearly an infinite independency sequence for B and thus, by 
the preceding lemma, there exists an infinite independency sequence S* l  C S~-1 
such that, where 
S*  * q-1 = to ,  t ;  . . . . .  t *  . . . . .  
we have t o ~ t 7 for r -- 0, 1,2 ..... In addition, since S*_x C S~-x, it follows that 
where t* = k" • = q-i But then since < i ,  ki , h~'>, i 0, 1, 2 ..... we have k* = k* i[ D  . 
S~*_ 1 C S~-x C Sq_ 1 C Sq-1, it is easily seen that we may take for the desired sequence 
Sq the sequence 
Sq = tq__ l ,O ,  tq__l. 1 . . . . .  tq_i.q_l, tO, t• ..... t* .... Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 3.6. f f  B is a total Bounded Action Machine with the finite patching 
property, then B has a finite DA-domain. 
Proof. Let us suppose that B does not have a finite DA-domain. Let n be the 
dependency bound of B and let q be a fixed integer greater than n. Then it follows 
from Theorem 3.3 and Lemma 3.5 that there exists an infinite independency sequence 
t s = (ko, ho, ho), <kl, k~, hi) ..... (ko, kq, h~) . . . .  
such that, for every r ~ q, if i ~ r then 
k, ---- k~ ---- h, ---- k~. [J (De), (1) 
Now let 
(h~, k'~, hr) ~> (hi ,  h;, h~). 
S" = (kg, h o , ho), (k~, k~ , h~) ..... (k. ,  k ^ '~ , h )  . . . .  
(2) 
be the sequence of elements of K • K X H such that k 0 = k o , k o" -~ k o and for all 
r, O <~ r <~ q, 
r--1 
h;" = k II S - -  U h, ,  (i) 
t=O 
r--1 
k;-' = k;l! s - U h, 
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hT(h~) = h,(h 3, (ii) 
<,(h,) = ~(h,). 
That S ^  is well defined [i.e., that we can satisfy condition (ii)] follows from (2) above. 
From the fact that B has the finite patching property it follows that for i = 0,..., q, 
k;" e K and from B total it follows that <k~', hi> e W for i = 0,..., n. In addition, it 
follows from (2) that, for 0 ~< r ~< q, 
k; = ,  ll(,s~ w ~) 
and thus that 
A(h;, h,) ~# <k'~, h >. 
Furthermore, from (1), (2), and (ii), it follows that, for r = 0,1,..., q, 
Now consider the statements 
k~" = k~ = k '  II(D, u h) .  
and 
If  both are true, then 
But these imply 
(3) 
A,A~ ^, ~) = A,A6,6)ll(ak, n ,k2) u h ,  
A~(k~, h)  = A~(~,  h )il(~k' r • 8k2) • h ,  
Ch(~ ^, 6) = Ch(6, h) C (*k n 8k~,) u h ,  
Ch(k~', h)  = Ch(k~, h)  C (~k n ~k;,) u h ,  
Au(h ~ , h )  = Au(hq, h )  = Au(h~, h ). 
Oh(k, h,) = Ch(k', I,) C (~k~ n ~* n 8k') u h,  
A. (~ , ~)  = A, , (~ , ~).  
k~" -- k Ii 8k u h (4) 
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Thus, since (k r , k' r , hr) is a term in S, this implies 
3k~ n 8k r n 3k' r - -  D r :/= 0; 
but Dr+x = Dr u (3kr u 3k~), thus we have 
(~k;- n D,§ 0 -- E ~ ~. 
On the other hand, if one (or both) of (4) and (5) are false, say (4), then we must have 
k~ :~ k, [!((Sk r n ~g) u I,) 
from which, by (3), it follows that 
(~k~" n ~)  - o ~ o, 
whence again 
follows (the same argument holds where (5) is false). 
But then it follows that for r = O, 1 ..... q 
,~k;- n CDr+ 1 - -  Dr) ~ e), 
which, since D r C Dr+t, implies that D r contains at least r elements from 3k~'. In 
particular then, Da contains q elements from 3k~" ; yet 8k~' contains at most n elements 
and q > n--a contradiction. Thus B must have a finite DA-domain. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 3.7. I f  B is a Bounded Action Machine satisfying the finite patching and 
totality properties and H is finite, then S is finite. 
Proof. By the preceding theorem, B has a finite DA-domain D. But then, from 
the definition of DA-domain and Axiom II, it follows that 
S=DU U h, 
hel l  
and thus, the desired result follows from the finiteness of H and D. Q.E.D. 
The above result established that Bounded Action Machines satisfying the finite 
patching and totality axioms have finite DA-domains. It  remains to show that they 
have a smallest DA-domain. But this is easily done by showing that the set of DA- 
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domains is closed under intersection (given Axioms I I I  and IV). For our purposes it 
suffice~ to prove closure under finite intersection and this is all we do; however, the 
proof can be extended to arbitrary intersections. 
THEOREM 3.8. Let B be a total Bounded Action Machine with the finite patching 
property and let D x and D2 be DA-domains for B, then D 1 n D~ is also a DA-domain 
for B. That is, the set of DA-domains for B is closed under finite intersection. 
Proof. What we must show is that, if k, k' ~ K and h ~ H such that 
k --- k' I1 (D1 n D,,) u h, then, 
(i) AK(k, h) = Ax(k', h)l(O 1 n 92) u h, 
(ii) Ch(k, h) ~- Ch(k', h) C (D x n D2) u h, 
(iii) Au(k, h) :=- An(k', h). 
To do this we employ Lemma 1.3 with p = 4, k 1 = k, 
k 2 --  (k' I 3k' t3 D~) u (k i S - -  (3k' n D2)), 
k3 = (h' l  ~h') u (k I S - -  ~k'), 
and k 3 = k'. Since B is a total Bounded Action Machine with finite patching property, 
we have (h i ,  h) ~ W for i = 1,2, 3, 4. Now tak ing /~ = D1, L89 - -  D 2 , and Ua = 8k', 
it is easily seen that the conditions of Lemma 1.3 are met [i.e., U i is a rad(h) for k~, 
and k i =- kit 1 '! U i u h, for i = 1, 2, 3] and thus that 
(a) AK(k, h) = AK(k', h)l',(D x n D z n 3k') u h, 
(b) Ch(k, h) = Ch(k', h) C (D a n D~ n 3k') u h, 
(c) An(h, h) = Au(k', h). 
But then, i follows from a, b, and k -= k' 1] D 1 ~ Dz; ii follows from b, and iii follows 
from c, thus D 1 n D., is a DA-domain for B. Q.E.D. 
Our desired main result now follows easily. 
THVOREM 3.9. Let B be a total Bounded Action ,Vlachine with the finite patching 
property, then there exists a minimal finite DA-domain M for B (minimal with respect 
to set-theoretic nclusion). 
Proof. By Theorem 3.6 we know that B has a finite DA-domain D. By Theorem 
3.8 we know that if D' is any other DA-domain for B then D n D' is a DA-domain 
for B, and, of course, DC3D'CD,  D'. Let V={D,D I, . . . ,D~} be the set of all 
subsets of D which are DA-domains for B. Then M = (']~=0 Di is a DA-domain for 
B by Theorem 3.8 and M is minimal since if D' is any DA-domain for B, 
then M C D' n D C D. Q.E.D. 
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In the remainder of this paper we shall use M to denote the minimal DA-domain 
of Bounded Action Machines satisfying Axioms I I I  and IV. 
The above results have the following additional consequence. 
THEOREM 3.10. I f  B is a total Bounded Action .Vlachine with the finite patching 
property, then for each h ~ H there are only a finite set of possible next head positions; i.e.. 
the set 
is finite. 
proof. 
{h' ~ An(k ,  h) = h" for some k E K} 
By Theorem 1.1 we know that A is induced by a function 
A* : A M x A ra X H- -~ A M X A m X H. 
But since B is total and has the finite patching property, it follows that M is finite and 
thus that A M x A m is finite (by virtue of the finiteness of A and m). Thus, for any 
fixed h E H, the set 
{[A*(w, a ('), h)]n ~ w ~ A M, a(") ~ A m} = {h' ~ An(h,  h) = h' for some h ~ K} 
is finite. Q.E.D. 
3.4 Maurer Machines 
We are now in a position to discuss the relationship between our computer model 
(Axioms I - IV) and thc model developed by Maurer [2]. Maurer's underlying machine 
(pre-axiomatic model) differs from ours in two primary aspects; one, it has no heads, 
and two, it has many transition functions, each meant, under interpretation to cor- 
respond to an instruction. For our purposes here, we shall take the liberty of describing 
his machine and axioms within our notation and framework and we will consider 
only a single instruction (single transition function) machine. (Our definition is based 
on Maurcr's Definition C [2], p. 228). 
A (single-instruction) 2l@urer-machine is a quadruple (S, A, K, A) where 
S is an arbitrary set 
A is a set of at least two elements (but not necessarily finite) 
KCA s 
A :K -+K 
subject o the following two axioms. 
M 1 (the generalpatching property). I f  k, k' ~ K and S '  is any subset of S then h" E K 
where 
k" = (~ s ' )  u (k' I(S - s ' ) )  
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M 2 (the finite-difference property). If  k, k' e K then the set {s ~ S 3 k(s) =/~ k'(s)} is 
finite. 
Note that, because of the effect of M2, we can replace M1 by the finite patching 
property without in any way effecting the class of machines defined. 
As the paucity of the axiomatically imposed structure would suggest, the Maurer- 
machine is in some senses a more general concept han the Bounded Action Machine. 
For example, amodular computer as defined in [4] can be viewed as a Maurer machine. 
Despite this, the two classes are, in large part, disjoint; indeed we have: 
PROPOSITION 3.1 1. A Maurer machine (S, A, K, A) is a Bounded Action Machine 
if and only if S and A are finite. 
Proof. If  S and A are finite, then for the corresponding Bounded Action Machine, 
take B ---- (A, S, O, #S,  0, K, K x S, A). 
Now say that M = (S, A, K, A) is a Bounded Action Machine (as well as a 
Niaurer machine). Then, by M l, M satisfies the finite patching property, and, by 
default (no heads), M satisfies the totality property, and thus, by Theorem 3.7, S 
must be finite. That A is also finite follows from the definition of a Bounded Action 
Machine. Q.E.D. 
This result does not say that we cannot simulate certain infinite Bounded Action 
Machines by means of appropriate Maurer machines. Indeed if 
B ~ (A, S, m, n, H, K, 3, A) is a Bounded Action Machine satisfying the totality 
and finite-difference properties, then we can always simulate it with a Maurer machine 
M ~ (S', A', K', A') where 
S'  ~ SLJ{0}, where 06S  
A' =AuH 
K' =: {ku  (O ,h)~kEK,  h~H} 
A' : K '  --+ K '  such that, for each k' = k(O, h) E K', 
A'(k') --= Ax(k, h) u (0, An(k, h)). 
(Note that totality is necessary to assure that Nil is satisfied for S' -~ {0), and the 
finite difference property is necessary for B to insure it for M. 
In contrast, it would appear that "most" Niaurer machines cannot be simulated by 
Bounded Action Machines. Thus, Maurer machines appear to be by far the more 
general concept. 
The question, which we leave to Maurer and the reader, is, of course, does the 
greater generality of the Maurer machine lead to a fruitful framework in which to 
study machine structure ? In our opinion, Maurer's paper [2] leaves this question 
open. 
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IV. GRAPHS OF "TAPES" AND BOUNDED ACTION MACHINES 
4.1 Graphs of" Tapes" 
Having shown that "addressable memory" is finite when the totality and finite 
patching properties hold, we shall leave the further discussion of its structure to later 
papers (and Section VI I I  of this paper) and we turn our attention to the "rest" of the 
memory, or, more accurately, to the set Uh~nh of "tape" locations. What we want to 
do is describe the structure of these "tapes" and to give additional axioms which will 
characterize what it means for these "tapes" to be "tape-like". 
From the set H of the posltionings of the m heads, we can, as mentioned earlier, 
make a first step by defining the "Rh tape", for i : 1, 2,..., m to be the set of locations 
at which the ith head can be positioned. More formally, we define the ith tape to be the 
set 
Hi = {s ~ s = [h]~- for some h e H}. 
Note that it is perfectly possible for i ~- j  to have Hi ~ Hj ~?~ 0; that is, different 
tapes may have locations in common (see Example 8, Section V). Furthermore, it is 
possible to have H~ • M ~ 0. We have not excluded the possibility that heads may 
enter the "addressable memory". 
The above definition of the ith tape goes no further than to delineate it as a subset 
of S. It does not tell us anything about its structure; that is, it does not tell us which 
locations in H I are adjacent in the sense that the ith head may move from one to the 
other in a single step (application of A). It is this essentially topological structure which 
we now wish to investigate. 
As is quite obvious, we may describe the structure of the ith tape, H, ,  by means of 
a directed graph whose edges indicate which locations in Hi are adjacent. Thus we 
define 
DEFINITION. (graph of a tape): For i = 1, 2,..., m we define the graph, F(Hi), of 
the ith tape to be the directed graph with vertex set V(Hi) = Hi, and with set of 
directed edges 
E(H,) = {([h],, lAg(h, h)]~) ~ (h, h) e W}. 
if we look at the graph of the tape in Example 1, Section II, we see that it has the 
"tape-like" appearance shown in Fig. 1. That is, from each "square" on this "tape," 
the head may, in a single step,-"move" one "square" to either the "right" or the 
FIG. 1. Graph of a "tape-like" tape. 
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"left." Some of the "tapes" of other examples of Bounded Action Machines are 
considerably ess "tape-like." An extreme xample is Example 5 given below in which, 
since the heads never "move," there are no adjacencies and thus no edges. Since 
Example 5 satisfies all the axioms we have proposed thus far, it is clear that more 
axioms are in order. 
EXAMPLE 5. A Bounded Action Machine with no head motion. 
A = (0,1} 
S -Z  • {0,1} 
K ::: A s 
n =- 0 
In =- :2  
14= Zo • Z~ 
W=KxH 
= K x {0} 
and 
A :K•  H~KxH such that, for every (k ,h)  EW 
A(k, h) = (k',  h)  where 
k'(s) = 
I k(oS for s =~ [h]l [hi2 if s : [h]l and k(s) : 1 
t ! if S : [h]l and k(s) : 0 
if s = [hi2 and k(s) = 1 
if s = [hi2 and k(s) = O. 
4.2 Graphs of Bounded Action Machines and the Strong Connectivity Axiom 
To facilitate the development of the needed axioms, we shall introduce two con- 
cepts. In the remainder of this section we develop the notion of the graph of a Bounded 
Action Machine (as contrasted with the already introduced notion of the graph of a 
tape); and in the next section we shall introduce notion of a relocation of the storage. 
DEFtNIT/Or,'. Given a Bounded Action Machine B we define the graph of B, 
denoted F(B), to be the graph with vertex set V(B)  = H and edge set 
E(B) = {(h, A~(k, h)) ~ (k, h)  ~ W). 
We wish to encapsule within an axiom the idea that the heads of a computer can, 
and do, "move". The question though is not just one of motion, but of the effect of 
motion--where we can move to. Now in a real computer the tapes are used to store 
information for future access. This requires, perforce, that the heads be able to move 
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on the tapes and indeed that any position on the tapes be reachable in a finite number 
of steps since nonretrievable information has no practical use. Thus, in a computer, 
it is generally the case that the heads may be moved under program control from an)' 
position on the tapes to any other. '~ It follows easily that the graph of any such com- 
puter is strongly connected; i.e., any positioning of the heads can be reached from any 
other by means of a directed path. This suggests that we may capture both the notion 
of motion and the notion of accessibility by requiring that the graphs of our Bounded 
Action Machines be strongly connected. This may be formalized simply as follows: 
DEFINITION Let B be a Bounded Action Machine, and let h, h' ~ H. We say that 
there is a directed path [in / '(B)] from h to h' if there exists a finite sequence 
h 1 , h 2 ..... h~ of elements of H such that h I = h, h~ = h' and, for i = l, 2,.. . ,p - -  1, 
(h i ,  hi~l) ~ E(B). We say that P(B) is strongly connected if for each ordered pair 
(h, h') of elements of H there is a directed path in / ' (B )  from h to h'. 
Using these definitions, we introduce the strong connectivity axiom: 
AxIoM V. F(B)  is strongly connected. 
The graph of a Bounded Action Machine clearly indicates which head positions can 
be reached from others in a single step or in a series of steps. Note, however, that in a 
sequence of steps, each step may require a new loading of memory; that is, that there 
is a directed path h x , h~ .... , h~ in F(B)  from h 1 to h~ does not imply that there exists 
k E K such that 
[A(A(...A(k, hl)...))]n = h~ 
7~-1 
but only that there ex istk  1 ..... k~_ l~Ksuchthat  fo r i=  1 .... ,p - -  1, (k x ,h i )~W 
and An(ki ,  h~) = hi+l 9 Thus the above axiom does not say that we can move the 
heads from a given h to a given h' "under the control of a single program," but only 
that it is possible with a finite sequence of "programs" (or, more precisely, "reloading 
of memory"). While our Axiom V is thus weaker than the considerations which 
motivated it, it will suffice for our purposes, and its weakness only serves to increase 
the generality of our results. 
The axiom talks about the graph of the Bounded Action Machine rather than the 
graphs of the individual tapes; however, we clearly have the following: 
PROPOSITION 4.1. I f  / ' (B)  is strongly connected, then for i = 1, 2,..., m, F(Hi) is 
strongly connected. 
3 In the commonly employed magnetic tape technologies, it is not, of course, possible to 
move the heads to any given position and stop them there since reading and writing of tapes 
is done in terms of blocks of data (records); that is, each tape operation embodies a series of 
steps, ttowever, it is still the case that any location can be accessed and that is what concerns 
us here. 
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The proof is left to the reader. Note that the converse (F(H~) strongly connected 
for i ---- 1, 2 ..... m implies F(B) strongly connected) is not true in general as in shown 
by the following example. 
EXAMPLE 6. ]-'(Itl) strongly connected but F(B) not. 
As in Example 5 above, except hat A : K • H --* K • H such that, for every 
(k, h) = (k', (<Zo, 0), <zx, 1))> ~ K • H, 
t(k', <(Zo + 1,0>, <z x + 1, 1))) if 
A(k,  h) = ,  , 
( (k ,  ( ( z  o --  1 ,0) ,<z  1 --  1, 1)) )  if 
(k' as in Example 5). 
k( (z  o , 0))  ---- 1, 
k(<Zo, 0))  = 0 
The above simple result (and its lack of converse) is one of several reasons for 
dealing initially in terms of F(B) rather than in terms of the various/ '(Hi) .  Until we 
get to Section VI we shall deal only with F(B) for the simple reason that, without the 
addition of further axioms, F(B) has more "nice" structure than do the/ ' (H i ) .  For 
example, Theorem 3.10 implies that F(B) is of bounded degree when Axioms I I I  and 
IV are satisfied, while, as the following Example 7 shows, these conditions do not 
imply that the F(H~) are of bounded degree. 
EXAMPLE 7. / ' (B) of finite degree, F(Hi) not. 
As in Example 5, except hat A : K • H--~ K x Hsuch  that, for every 
(k, h) = (k, ((Zo, 0), (z x , 1)) )  e K • H, 
A(k, h) = (k', ( ( z  o + zl , 0), (z o -- z 1 , 1)))  
(k' as in Example 5). 
The further consequences of Axiom V will be explored in the later sections. 
V. RELOCATIONS OF STORAGE--UNIFORMITY OF STRUCTURE 
5.1 Relocations 
One of the most obvious and useful properties of the magnetic tapes used in com- 
puters is their uniformity of structure. The behavior of the computer does not depend 
on where it is on the (physical) tape, but only on what is written there. It seems natural, 
therefore, that in characterizing the notion of "tape-like" we would wish to include 
some type of uniformity of structure. Rather than starting by imposing some notion 
of uniformity of structure by means of additional axioms, we shall begin by investiga- 
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ting uniformity within the general context provided by the axioms already given. The 
results thus achieved will be employed in the next two sections to develop our final 
axioms and models. 
The central notion of this section is what we call a relocation. Consider, again, a 
conventional computer magnetic tape. Because of the uniformity of a tape's tructure, 
we may position our information and heads anywhere along it and still "get the same 
results" as long as we do not disturb the relative positions of the heads and the informa- 
tion. Putting this another way, we may relocate the information and heads on the 
tapes by "sliding" them along the tapes and the only effect on the final outcome will 
be that it will be similarly relocated. This notion of relocation may be formalized in 
the following very general way for any Bounded Action Machine (whether or not it 
satisfies Axioms III,-V). 
DEFINITION Let B be a Bounded Action Machine, then a permutation p of S will 
be'said to be a relocation of B if and only if for all k ~ K and h ~ H, 
a 
1. (k, h) ~ W-*~ (k o p-l, p(h)) E W 
2. If (k, h) ~ W then 
A(k o p-a, p(h)) zz (AK(k  , h) o p-1 p(An(k, h))). 
Let R(B) denote the set of all relocations of B. 
As inspection of the above definition will show, if k E K is a given contents of 
storage and p is a permutation of S, then k o p-X is the contents of storage which 
results from moving (relocating) the contents of each location sto the location p(s), and, 
of course, if h E H, then p(h) is the result, for all s E S, of moving (relocating) the 
head(s) at s to location p(s). What the first part of the definition requires is that the 
result of relocation is still an instantaneous description, and the second part states that 
the outcome of the next step is the same as before, only relocated in accordance with p. 
The notion of a relocation reflects a uniformity of structure since in order for a per- 
mutation p : S ~ S to be a relocation, the conditions given above must hold for all 
instantaneous descriptions. Every bounded Action Machine has some relocations 
since, at the very least, the identity mapping of S onto itself is a relocation. It seems 
natural that in a computer there would be many relocations beyond the identity map 
since we would want the structure to be quite uniform for the sake, among other things, 
of ease of construction. However, rather than attempt at this point to say just which set 
of relocations would be natural, weshall examine the properties of relocations ingeneral. 
5.2 General Properties of Relocations 
In the intuitive xample of a relocation given at the beginning of this section ("sliding 
along a tape"), the "addressable memory" was not affected by the relocation. With 
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our present definition of a relocation, this is, however, not necessarily the case and 
examples can be constructed in which relocations do, in fact, shift information around 
inside the minimal DA-domain M. In this subsection of the paper, we will study the 
effects of relocations on the minimal DA-domain M and we will show that the reloca- 
tions which do not disturb M (which we will call the fixed relocations) play a special 
role when Axioms I -V  are satisfied. 
We begin with the following result which shows that when finite patching and 
totality hold (and thus M is welldefined) the relocations, while they may disturb M, 
do not "move it around". 
"I'tIEOm'M 5.1. Let B be a total Bounded Action 3Jachine with the finite patching 
property and let M be the minimal DA-domain for B, then for every p ~ R(B), p(M) =~ M. 
Proof. Let D be any DA-domain for B. We claim that if there exists g 6 D and 
p ~ R(B) such that p(g)(~ D then D --{g} is also a DA-domain for B. Once this 
is shown to be true, it will follow immediately, from the minimality of, M, that 
p(M) ~-- M. 
Given D, g, and p what we must show is that, for all k s , k~ E K and h ~ H, if 
k s =k  2[ ] (D-{g})Uh,  
then 
Ax(k l ,  h) = A~(k2, h)li(D - -  {g}) u h, 
Ch(kx, h) = Ch(k.,, h) C (D- {g}) k) h, (1) 
A, , (k l  . h) = A, , (k. ,  , h). 
Now, if g E h, then we have k 1 :-= k 2 i[ D kA h and the above equalities would hold 
since D is a DA-domain for B, so let us assume g ~ h. Consider the function k' such 
that 
k '  = k~l l  s - {g), 
k'(g) = k2(g). 
Since B is total and has the finite patching property, we know (k', h) 6 W. Now 
k ' - -ko l !Dk)  h. 
thus 
A~k',  h) = AK(h.,, h)!i D u h, 
Ch(k', h) = Ch(k2 , h) C D u h, (2) 
An(h', h) = An(k2, h). 
Furthermore, since p ~ R(B) we know that 
(k s G p-x, p(h)), (k' ~; p -~, p(h)) e W. 
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But, since g 6 h implies p(g) Cp(h), we have 
k 1 op  -1 = k' op  -1 ;[ D up(h) ;  
thus 
Axfk  t o p-a, p(h)) = Ax(k '  o p-X, p(h)) II D w p(h), 
Ch(k x o p- l ,  p(h)) = Ch(k' o p-X, p(h)) C h U p(h), (3) 
All(k 1 o p-X, p(h)) = An(k '  o p- l ,  p(h)). 
But then, g • D k) p(h) implies 
AK(k 1 0 p--l, p(h))(p(g)) = k~ o p-1(p(g)) = ka(g), 
Ax(k'  o p- l ,  p(h))(p(g)) = k' o p-l(p(g)) = k2(g). 
Furthermore, kx == k' i] S --  {g} implies that the first line of (3) can be strengthened 
to read 
AK(k x o p-X, p(h)) = Ax(k'  o p- l ,  p(h))',l S --  {p(g)). 
Then, since by the definition of p, a relocation, we have 
A(k 1 o p- l ,  p(h)) = (Ax(k  x , h) o p-~, p(A~t(kx , h))), 
A(k'  o p-X, p(h)) = (A~(k' ,  h) o p- l ,  [)(All(k;, h))). 
Thus, the above results imply 
Ax(kx,  h) = Ax(k' ,  h)li(h -- {g}) u h, 
AK(kl, h)(g) = k~(g), so g r Ch(k x , h), 
Ax(k' ,  h)(g) = k'(g), so g r Ch(k', h), 
Ch(kl , h) = Ch(k', h) C (D -- {g)) u h, 
n~kl  , h) = AH(k', h). 
But then, combining these results, via transitivity, with those in (2) gives us precisely 
the desired equalities (1), and thus D -- {g} is a DA-domain for B and the theorem 
follows. Q.E.D. 
As an immediate result of the above theorem, it follows that in any total Bounded 
Action Machine with the finite patching property, each relocation p can be represented 
as a pair p = (t, q) where t is a permutation of S - -  M, and q is a permutation of M. 
Let 
T = {t : S - -  M--~ S --  M~ for some p e R(B), p [(S --  M) -~ t}, 
Q : {q : M- -~ M ~ for some p e R(B) ,  p ] M = q}. 
Let I be the identity mapping on S --  3/, and let ~ be the identity mapping on M. 
As already noted, (I,  ~) e R(B), and thus I E T and ~ ~ Q. 
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Let 
F(B) = {(t, ,) ~ (t, ~) e R(B)} 
be called the set of fixed relocations of B. 
LEMMa 5.2. I f  B is a strongly connected, total Bounded Action Machine with the 
finite patching property, then: 
1. Given h, h' E H and q E Q there exists at most, one t ~ T such that, (t, q) ~ R(B) 
and (t, q)(h) = h'. 
2. R(B) is a group under functional composition. 
3. The set F(B) of fixed relocations is a normal subgroup of R(B). 
Proof. 1. Assume Statement 1 is false, then there exists q 6 Q, h, h 'E  H and 
(t, q), (t', q) ~ R(B) such that, 
(t, q)(h) = (t', q)(h) = h' 
but t ~ t'. From Axiom I I  it follows that there must exist h* ~ H such that 
(t, q)(h*) ~ (t', q)(h*). But since B is strongly connected, there must exist a direct 
path 
P =h o ,h  t ,h  2 ..... h~,hr+ 1 (h 0 =h;h~+ a =h*)  
in F(B) from h to h*. Now since (t, q ) (h)= (t', q)(h) but (t, q)(h*)?/= (t', qXh'~), 
there must exist at least integer j, 0 ~< j ~< r, such that (t, q)(h~) = (t', q)(hj), but 
(t, q)(hjT1) :;& (t', q)(hj+x). But, since P is a directed path in F(B), (hi ,  hi+l) is an 
edge in F(B), and thus there must exist k ~ K such that (k, hs) ~ W and 
An(k, hi) = hj~a. Then, by the definition of relocatability, we have 
(t, q)(hj+l) = AA(k o (t, q)-~, (t, q)(h~)) 
= [A*((h'M) o q-l, k(hj), (t, q)(hj))]u 
= [A*((k'M) o q-X, h(hj), (t', q)(h~))]u 
= AR(h  o (t', q)- l ,  (c,  q)(h3) 
= (t', q)(h;+l), 
contradicting the choice ofj. Thus it must be that t = t' and Statement 1 is proved. 
2. We now prove Statement 2, i.e., that R(B) is a group. From the definition of 
relocatability, it follows directly that R(B) is closed under composition. Since the 
elements of R(B) are permutations, it follows that their composition is associative. 
Now, letting I be the identity on S - -  M and letting L be the identity on M, we see 
that (I, 0, the identity on S, is a relocation and it serves as the identity element for 
R(B). It remains to show that each element (t, q) of R(B) has an inverse; that is, that 
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p e R(B) implies p -xe  R(B). The definition of relocation gives us two  conditions 
which p-x must satisfy. First, we must have, for all k e K and h e H 
(k, h) e W ~> (k o p, p-X(h)) e W. 
But this follows from the fact that p e R(B) and 
((k o p) o p-l, p(p-a@))) = <k, h). O) 
Second, we must show that, for all (k, h) e W, 
A(k o p, p-X(h)) = (Ax(k, h) o p, p-a(An(k, h))). 
But, from (1) and p ~ R(B) it follows that 
(AK(h, h), Au(k, h)) = A(h, h) 
= A((k o p) o p-a, p(p-l(h)))) 
= (Ax(k o p, p-l(h)) 0 p--l, p(An(k o p, p-a(h)))), 
and the desired result follows from inspection of the first and fourth expressions and 
the fact that p is a permutation. 
3. That F(B) is a normal subgroup of R(B) is obvious ince for every (t, 0 6F(B) 
and (r, q) ~ R(B), we clearly have 
(r, q)(t, O(r, q)-~ = (rtr -~, ,) eF(B). Q.E.D. 
5.3 Relocations, A and F(B) 
We shall now show how we may employ the group of fixed relocations of a Bounded 
Action Machine IS to present its transition function A and to describe its graph F(B). 
The following definitions are basic. 
DEFINITION. Let G be a group and let B be a set. Then, by the G, B-semigroup we 
mean the pair (G x B , .  ) where . . . .  is the binary operation on G x B such that, 
for all g l ,  g2 E G and bl, b2 e B, 
(gt ,  bx). (g2, b,) = <gig~, bz), 
(where the product gag2 is formed with the group operation of G). That (G x B , .  ) 
is a semigroup is easily seen. Note that if B has but one element, then (G X B , .  ) is 
isomorphic with G. 
DEFINITION. Given the G, B-semigroup (G X B , .  ) where B = {bx, b~ .... ) let 
there be given a finite subset N(bi) C G x B for every b~ e B. Then by the 
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G, B, (N(bi)}-graph, we mean the directed graph /" = (V, E)  with vertex 
set V = G X B and with edge set 
E = {((g, b~), (g, b~). g*) ~ (g, b,) e V, g~ 9 N(b~), i = 1, 2,..). 
If  B consists of but a single element, i.e., B = {b}, then the G, B, {N(b))-graph is 
called a group-graph. More generally, we say that a g raph/ '  = (V, E)  is a group- 
graph if there exists a group G and a subset G O of G such that/"  is isomorphic to the 
group with vertex set G and edge set 
{<g, gg0> ~ g e G and go 9 Go}. 
This concept of a group-graph, which we also employed in [4], is essentially the same 
as that of a color group or Cayley graph (see [5], Section 1.6). 
What we will now show is that any Bounded Action Machine satisfying the finite 
patching, totality and strong connectivity axioms can be described in a natural way 
using an F, H, semigroup where F is the group of fixed locations of the Bounded 
Action Machine and H is an appropriately chosen partition of H. Since these results 
hold even in trivial cases (such as those in which F contains only the identity element), 
they do not necessarily tell us a great deal about a given Bounded Action Machine. 
Rather, their significance is that they portray the general structure of Bounded Action 
Machines in a way that suggests further axioms. 
THEOREM 5.3. Let B be a strongly connected, total Bounded Action Machine with 
the finite patching property. Then there exists a partition 17 of H and a subset H o of H 
such that: 
1. there is a one-to-one correspondence between H and the F(B), H-semigroup 
(denote it F) and thus an induced semigroup structure on H. 
2. there is a map A" : A m • A m x H-+ A m X A m X H o which induces A, that is, 
for every (k, h) e W, if h 9 H(h) e H, and h'(k [ M, k(h), 17(h)) = (w, a ('1, ho) then 
AK(k, h)l M = w, 
Ax(k, h)(h) = a ("), 
Art(k, h) = h . h o 
(where . . . .  is the induced semigroup operation on H). 
Proof. We shall first define the objects F, 17 and H o . Le tF  be the set of all reloca- 
tions of the form (t, ~) where t 9 T and ~ is the identity mapping on M. ClearlyF is a 
normal subgroup of R(B). Now let =~-v be the relation on H such that for all h, h' 9 H, 
h :~--v h' <=> there exists (t, L) e F such that (t, 0(h) ---- h'. 
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That --~r is an equivalence operation follows easily from the fact that F is a group. 
Partition H in accordance with --~F and let the resulting partition be H = {X1, X2 .... }. 
Pick a representative hi for each ~=r-equivalence lass X i .  For each representative hi 
let 
Ho(hi) = {It ~ for some k e K, An(k, hi) = h} 
(note, it follows from Theorem 3.10 and the finiteness of A, 25I, and m, that Ho(hi) 
is finite), and let 
Ho = g Ho(hi). 
Xr ~FI 
The desired correspondence between H and F, the F, H-semigroup, is simply the 
map p which carries each element <(t, t), Xi> of F to the corresponding element 
(t, 0(hi) of H. That p is onto follows from/-/being a partition of H; that it is one-to-one 
follows from the first part of Lemma 5.2 and the fact that / / i s  a partition of H. The 
correspondence p induces a semigroup operation on H; namely, if h, h' e H, then 
define h .  h' = p(p-l(h), p-l(h')). Note that if h --= (t, i)(hi) and h' ---- (t', i)(hj) then 
h.  h' = p(<(t, ,), x,>. <(t', 0, x:>) 
= p((t, ,) o (t', ,), x3  
= (t, ,) o (t', ,)(hj) = (t, ,)@'). 
It remains to define the desired map A". Let A ~ be the relation 
A 'r C (A M X A m X H) X (A M XA m X H0) 
consisting of precisely all pairs (of triples) 
<<k I M, k(hi), X,>, A*(k I M, k(h;), h0>, 
such that k e K (A* as in Theorem 1.1). The single-valuedness of h" follows from 
that of A* (since replacing Xi with hi we get A ~ C A*). To see that A" induces A let 
h e H(h~) = X,- such that (t, i)(h 0 =- h. Since B is relocatable, we know that, for any 
k e K, <k c (t, t), (t, t)-l(h)> e W and, by the choice of h, 
A(k o (t, ,), (t, ,)- '@)) = A(k o (t, 
Now because B is relocatable, we know that the left side 
A*((k o (t, '))l M, (k o (t, 0)((t, ,)-t (h)), (t, 0-x (h)) 
= <A,:(k, h) o (t, ')i M, Ax(k, h) o (t, O((t, 0 -x 
*), hi). 
of (1) above is given by 
(1) 
~= <AK(k, h)l M, AK(k, h)(h), (t, t)-i (Alt(k ' h))> 
(h)), (t, t)-i (AH(k, h))> (2) 
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(since (t, t)l M = t). On the other hand, the right-side of (1) above is given by 
A*((k o (t, '))I M, (k o (t, O)(h,), h,) 
= A*(k I M, k(h), h,) (3) 
= a.Ch I M, k(h), h,). 
Thus, if 
h-(k I M, k(h), hi) ---- <w, a ('), ho), 
we get, from (2) and (3) via (1) that 
Ax(k, h)l M = w, 
Ax(k, h)(h) = a ~,  
and 
Au(k, h) = (t, Oho = h . ho 
(by the definition of the induced semigroup roduct on H). Thus A ~ is as desired and 
the theorem is proved. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 5.4. Let B be a strongly connected, relocatable total Bounded Action 
Machine with finite patching property. Then where F, 11 and {Ho(hi)}x~n are defined as 
in the preceding theorem, the graph I'(B) of B is isomorphic with the F, II, {Ho(h,)}-graph 
(the isomorphism being iven by the correspondence p of the preceding theorem). 
The proof is left to the reader. 
As an example of a Bounded Action Machine illustrating the above results, we pres- 
ent the following example: 
EXAMPLE 8. A Bounded Action Machine with "tapes" of nonuniform structure, 
A = {0,1} 
S ---- Z (the integers) 
n - -0  
m=2 
H =: {(2x, 2x)~xeZ} •{(2x-  1,2x + 1) ~ xeZ)  
K = {0,1 }z = all maps k : Z--* {0,1 } 
W=KxH 
= K x {O} 
A : K • H--* K • H such that if (k, h) ~ W with 
h = (x, y )  then A(k, h) = <k', h') where 
k=k '  
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and 
h, = 
r (x+l ,y+3)  if x=y,  k(x )= l  
(x - - l , y+ 1) if x=y,  k(x) =0 
r (x,y)  if x ~ y, k(x) = k(y) =0 
L(x - - l , y - -3 )  if x :~y,  k(x) =k(y )  = 1 
P (x+l ,y - - l )  if x=/=y, k(x)----1, k (y )=O 
(x+2,y+2)  if  x ~ y, k(x) =0,  k(y) = I. 
It is not difficult to see that in this example the set of relocations i precisely the set of 
mapsf~, (z ~ Z -- the integers) such that for all h e H, h = (s 1 , s2), 
f~(h) = (s 1 + 2z, sz + 2z). 
Clearly then, the group of relocations is isomorphic to the group of integers under 
addition, and thus we shall denote it by Z. Now Z partitions H into two blocks; namely, 
H 1 = {(2x, 2x) ~ x ~ Z} and H2 = {(2x --  1,2x + 1) ~ x ~ Z). Let h x = (0, 0) and 
h 2 = (- -1,  1) be the representatives of H I and / /2,  respectively. Then we get a 
natural correspondence p : Z • {H I ,/-/2} ~ H, which induces the desired semigroup 
structure on H. Next we have 
N(hO = f<0,//~), (1,//~)}, 
N(hz) = {<0, Hz), (--1,/-/x), (0,/ /1),  (1, H2)}, 
and A is induced by the map 
h" : A 2 • {I1~ , I1~} --~ A 2 • (N(ht) u N(h2) 
given by the following table: 
A ~ ( a ~) 
00 
ll 
01 
10 
9 H i  ) =(  a '~2) , h o ) 
n~ 
00 
11 
00 
I1 
01 
10 
(1,/-/2) 
(o, r/2) 
(-1,/- /1) 
(o,//15 
(1,//25 
The graph of this Bounded Action Machine and the graphs of its tapes are shown in 
Figs. 2, 3, and 4. 
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FIG. 2. Graph r(B) of Example 5. 
2x-I 2x 2x+l 
FIG. 3. Graph F(Ht) of Example 5. 
2x-4 2x-2 2x 2x+2 
2x-I 2x+l 2x+3 2x+5 
FIG. 4. Graph r(H2) of Example 5. 
VI. STRONGLY RELOCATABLE BOUNDED ACTION MACHINES 
6.1 Strong Relocatability 
The final results of the previous ection shows that there is a relationship between 
the group of fixed relocations of a Bounded Action Machine and the structure of its 
transition function and graph. In extreme cases, such as that in which the only reloca- 
tion is the identity mapping, this relationship is not of much significance; however, it 
does suggest hat if we pick a set of relocations which are characteristic of computers, 
as we intuitively view them, then this might be sufficient o characterize the structure 
of the transition function and graph. That is, we ask, can we, by choosing a natural 
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seeming set of relocations, force the remaining structure to be natural from an intuitive 
point of view. In this section we propose one choice for such a group of relocations and 
show that it does indeed lead to a natural structure. 
A Bounded Action Machine B will be said to be strongly relocatable if it satisfies 
the following 
AXIOM VI. B satisfies the totality and finite patching properties, F(B) is strongly 
connected, and for i --: I, 2 ..... m, if s, s' ~ H~ then there exists p ~F(B) such that p(s) : s' 
but for every s" E S -. H~ , p(s") : s". 
In much of the following development, we shall actually employ the axiom given 
below which may, in general, be stronger than the above, but which, as we shall show, 
is equivalent o the above in the cases of greatest interest. We say that a Bounded 
Action Machine is uniquely-strongly relocatable if it satisfies: 
AXIOM VII. B /s strongly relocatable and furthermore for each pair s, s' E Hi there 
exists exactly one p ~ F(B) satisfying the conditions for strong relocatability. 
Informally, strong relocatability means that we can relocate any given location on a 
given tape to any other location on the same tape without disturbing the contents of 
any location not on the given tape. We assume the totality, finite patching and strong 
connectivity conditions as part of the definition of strong relocatability so that all the 
results of the preceding section will hold and so that we may restrict ourselves to fixed 
relocations. 
Strong reloeatability has a number of simple but significant consequences. 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Let B be a strongly relocatable Bounded Action 3#achine, then 
(a) i f  s ~ Hi then H i = {p(s) ~ p E R(B)}, 
(b) if Hi (~ Hj :~ 0 then H, = It~ , 
(c) I f  Hi ~ M ~ 0 then #Hi  = 1. 
We leave the proof of these results to the reader. Note that (b) eliminates the pos- 
sibility of tapes which have common elements, but are not identical as sets; however, 
it does not imply that these tapes necessarily have the same graphical structure; i.e., 
I t  i : Hj does not imply if(Hi) and/ ' (Hi)  are isomorphic. Result (c) says that while we 
may "have heads in the internal memory", these heads will not move and will merely 
serve to designate fixed locations within 11//. 
The question of whether or not strong relocatability implies uniquely-strong 
relocatability is an open question. The following definitions and results show that the 
implication holds in a number of interesting and important eases. 
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Notation. For any Bounded Action Machine B let H* denote the set 
HI•215215 
DEFINITION. We say that a Bounded Action Machine B is complete if H = H*. If 
B is complete, we may naturally interpret his as saying that the positionings of the 
individual heads are independent; hat is, where we choose to position the ith head 
in H i does not restrict where we may put the jth head in Hj (even if H i = Hi). In a 
real computer with but one head per tape, it would seem in general that H is complete. 
It is not difficult though to conceive of possible computers in which H would not be 
complete. For example, one might wish to have two heads on a tape at a fixed distance 
apart, the second one, say, being used to "check" the first. 
DEFINITION. By the diagonal of H* we mean the set of all elements h* ~ H* such 
that [h*]i = [h*]j if and only if Hi ~ I t j .  
DEFINITION. We say that a Bounded Action Machine B is diagonal if H contains 
the diagonal of H*. If B is diagonal, then this means that when several heads are on 
the same tape (i.e., if Hi = H i ,  etc.) then we may position the heads on the same 
location. 
Note that if B is complete, then it is also diagonal. 
DEFINITION. We say that a Bounded Action Machine B is Abelian if its group of 
fixed relocations F(B) is an abelian group. The significance of B being abelian is 
discussed further in Section VII. 
THEOREM 6.2. Let B be a strongly relocatable Bounded Action Machine. I f  
(a) B is diagonal, or 
(b) B is Abelian, 
then B is uniquely-strongly relocatabte. 
Proof. (a) Say B is diagonal but not uniquely-strongly relocatable. Then there 
must existp, p' ~F(B) and s, s' ~ H i , for some i, such thatp ~ p' but p(s) = s' = p'(s) 
and p ] S --  H i = p' [ S -- Hi ---- the identity mapping. Now let h* be any element 
of the diagonal of H* such that [h*]i = s. Since h* is an element of the diagonal, we 
know from Proposition 6.1 that fo r j  = 1, 2,..., m, either Hi = H~. and [h*]j = s or 
else Iti -7 ~ Hj and [h*]j 6 Hi -  But then p(h*) = p'(h*) which contradicts Lemma 5.2. 
Thus, B must be uniquely-strongly relocatable. 
(b) Say B is abelian but not uniquely-strongly connected. Then, as above, there 
must exist p, p' E F(B) and s, s' E H i ,  for some i, such that p :# p'  but p(s) = s' = p'(s) 
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and p [ S - -  Hi = p'  I S - -  H = the identity mapping. Now p @ p'  implies there 
exists s" e H~ such that p(s") 5/2 p'(s"). Then, since B is strongly relocatable, there 
exists qEF(B)  such that q(s) = s", and q [ S - -  Hi = identity. Consider ~- = p-lp,; 
since F(B)  is a group, we have ~ EF(B).  Now r(s) = s and "r(s') =/= s", but 
q(~(s ) )  = q(s )  = s" 
and, since F(B)  is Abelian 
q(-,-(~)) = , - (q (#)  = ,~(~") ,~ ~', 
a contradiction, thus B must be uniquely-strongly relocatable. Q.E.D. 
6.2 The One-Head-per-Tape Case 
We turn now to investigating the structural ramifications of strong relocatability. 
We shall first treat the one-head-per-tape ease since it is simpler than the general case 
and clearly displays the kind of result which we wish to achieve. The result given 
here also follows directly from the general results which will be given in Section 6.3. 
We say that a Bounded Action Machine B has only one head per tape if for all 
i , j ,  1 <~i<j<~m,  
n~nn i =0.  
PROPOSITXON 6.3. I f  B is a strongly relocatable Bounded Action Machine with only 
one head per tape, then 
1. H is complete (and thus uniquely-strongly relocatable). 
2. The partition/jr = {H)(/-/as in Theorem 5.3) and thus there is a finite map 
A" : A m X A'~--~ A m x A m X Ho 
which induces A. 
3. / ' (B)  is a group-graph of finite degree. 
p t t 
Proof. Let h = <s x , s 2 .... , sin> e H and h" = <s 1 ,  s z ..... s,n ) 9 H*  = 
H I x H z x ... x H,~. By the definition of strong relocatability we know that for 
i = 1, 2 ..... m, there exists P ieF (B)  such that pi(si) = s~ and Pi [ S - -  H~ is the 
identity mapping. But then, by Lemma 5.2, p ~ PI o P2 o ... o p,,,  9  and clearly 
p(h) = h'; hence, h' e H so H = H*, i.e., B is complete. But from this it also follows 
h' that for all h, h' e H there exists p eF(B) ,  such that p(h) = h'; so h ~F  and so 
H = {H}. That A" is as stated then follows immediately from Theorem 5.3 since with 
#17 = 1 we can eliminate H from A ~. Finally, statement 3 follows from the proof of 
Theorem 5.3 in which it is shown that each element of 17 contributes only finitely 
many elements to H 0 and from Theorem 5.4 which, with #H = 1, gives a group 
graph of degree ~ #H o . Q.E.D. 
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6.3 The General Case 
The above result shows that for a one-head-per-tape strongly relocatable Bounded 
Action Machine we get a group rather than semigroup structure on H and/ ' (B) .  The 
result follows almost directly from Theorem 5.3. However, if we attempt o apply 
Theorem 5.3 to the many-head-per-tape case, it will not give us a group structure in 
general because #H > 1. We shall now show though that if we assume uniquely- 
strong relocatability, then we can form a group structure for H and P(B) and the 
individual F(Hi).  
Let B be a strongly relocatable Bounded Action Machine, and for i = 1, 2,..., m, 
let 
Pi = (P eF(B)  ~ p [ S - -  Hi  ~ identity function}. 
Clearly, each Pi is a normal subgroup ofF(B). 
Given a fixed element s* e H i , let ~i be the correspondence, ~r i C Hi • P~ con- 
sisting of all pairs (p(si*), p>, such thatp e P i .  
LEMMA 6.4. I f  B is a uniquely-strongly relocatable Bounded Action Machine, then 
oi is a one-to-one mapping of Hi  onto P i .  
Proof. That oi is a mapping is clear for if <s, px>,<s, P2> e ~ri with/'1 5 z(: P2 then B 
would not be uniquely-strongly relocatable. That ~i is one-to-one follows from the 
fact that each element p of Pi is a permutation. That oi is onto follows from the fact 
that p(s*) is always in H i .  That oi is total (defined on all of Hi) follows from the 
definition of strong relocatability. Q.E.D. 
Given of let 9 i be the binary operation on Hi such that, if s, s' e Hi then 
s .  / = ~;~(s~,(s) ~,(')), 
(where ~i(s) ~i(s') is computed using the group product of Pi). Note that, 
9 S t s , = (~, (s )  ~,(r 
Now +i is clearly an isomorphism of the structure <Hi, 9 i> and P i ,  and so <Hi, 9 i> 
is a group isomorphic to Pi 9 Thus, while "i depends on the choice of s*, it follows that 
the group structure imposed on H+ is unique up to an isomorphism, and that if 
Hi = Hj then <Hi, 9 i> and <Hi,  9 j) are isomorphic. 
Given the groups <Hi,  9 i> for i = 1, 2 ..... m, we get a natural group structure on 
H* = H 1 • I I  2 • ... • I t~; namely, 
<I1", .  > : <H, ,  9 1> X <H2" ~> • ... • <H,~, ' , ,>,  
which is, again, unique up to an isomorphism. If B is complete, i.e., if H : H*, then 
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this also gives us a group structure on H, but, in general, H will not be closed with 
respect o the group operation of (H* , . ) ,  
We will now employ the group structure on H* and the 1t, to describe "motions of 
the heads" and thus to describe the structure of H and the I t , .  The basic idea is that 
given two elements ht , h 2 of H*, then hi -1 . h 2 (their "difference") is the "motion" 
required to move the heads from h a to h2. That  this is so is clear in the sense that 
h 1 . (hi -x . h2) = h 2 , what we must show is that this is a natural interpretation. 
THEOREM 6.5. I f  B is a uniquely strongly relocatable Bounded Action Machine and 
H is the F(B)-part it ion of H (as in Theorem 5.3) then for  each H i ,  i = 1, 2 ..... m there 
exists a set Hi ~ C Hi such that 
(a) For each s ~ t I i  , the set 
s" ,H ,~ (s " is o ~ s o ~ H,~ 
is precisely the set of locations to which the ith head can move to f rom s in a single step; i.e., 
s .  , t t ,  ~ = {[An(k, h)], ~ (k, h) e W and [h], = s}. 
(b) H~ ~ is finite i f  H is finite. 
(c) The graph I"(H,) of the ith tape is precisely the group-graph with vertex set 
V, : Hi  and edge set E, --: {(s, s .  ,So) ~ s ~ H i ,  So ~ Hi~ (Note that f rom (b) it 
follows that F(Hi )  is of  finite degree i f  H is finite.) 
(d) For each i : 1, 2 . . .  m, H,  ~ is a set of  generators for  (H ,  , 9 i). 
Proof. (a) Let r = (r  a, r 2 ..... r 'n) be the m-tuple of elements used to define the 
operations " "i ." For each s ~ H i define 
Ni(s ) = {[An(k ,h ) ] ,9 (k ,h )~W and [h], =s} .  
Let t t ,  ~ = N~(r O. (Note that this is defined even if r 6 H.) What we must show now 
is that, for every s ~ Hi 
N,(s) = s" in ,  ~ = s" ,Ni(r'). 
Let s ~ Hi be given, then since B is strongly relocatable there exists p ~F(B)  such that 
p(r') = s and p i(S - -  Hi) is the identity function (i.e., take p = o,{s)). Since p is a 
relocation, we know that if h e H such that [h]~ = r '  then [p(h)], = s and, for all 
h~K 
[An(k o p- l ,  p(h))], = [p(Au(h, h))],. 
From this it follows that if s" ~ H, ~ = N,(r  0 then p(s") E N,(s). But p(s") = s 9 ,s"; 
hence, s 9 ,H, ~ C N,(s). On the other hand, if h ~ H such that [h]i = s then 
[p-X(h)], = r' and for all k e K 
[A,dk ~ p, p-~(h))], = [/,-~(A,~(k, h))], ; 
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hence, if s" ~ Ni(s) then p-l(s') ~ Hfl and 
s . ip-l(s ") = p o p-l(s") = s'. 
Thus, s" iHfl D Ni(s), and so s .  iHfl ---- Ni(s) as desired. 
(b) To show that H finite implies Hi ~ finite it will suffice to show that, for any/7, 
each element C ~ 17 contributes only finitely many elements to Ht ~ 
Say that h ~ H such that [h]i : r t. By Theorem 3.10 we know that the set 
N(h) -- {AH(k, h) ~ k E K} is finite. Thus, h contributes only finitely many elements 
to Hi ~ : N,(ri). Thus we need only show that if h, h' ~ C ~17, such that 
[h], ~ [h']i : r ~, then h and h' contribute the same elements to Hfl. Now, by the 
definition of H, there exists p ~F(B) such that p(h) = h'. But in general for all k E K 
[A~t(k o p-t, p(h))], = [p(A~r(h, h))],, 
so if h" ~ N(h) then p(h") ~ N(h') and thus, if h contributes [h"]~ to Hfl then h' contri- 
butes [p(h")] i . But since B is uniquely-strongly relocatable, p([h]i) = [h']i = r ~ -~ [h]i 
implies p[H i  = the identity function. Thus, in particular, [p(h")]~ = [h"]i and so 
h and h' contribute the same elements to Hi ~ Thus, each element C ~ 17 contributes 
only finitely many elements to Hi e and we are done. 
(c) Follows immediately from (a) and the definition of/ ' (Hi) .  
(d) By assumption F(Hi) is strongly connected and thus, in particular, for every 
s ~Hi  there is a path Ph in F(Hi) from r i to h. But if Ph = he, ht,  h2,ha ..... hk 
(h o ~ r;, hk = h) then for j =-- 1 ..... k, h~-_xl 9 ihj r Hfl and, since r i is the identity of 
<H; ,  9 ,), 
k 
h I-[ -x = (h i -1  9 ~h~). 
t=1 
Thus, Hfl is a set of generators for (H i ,  9 ~). Q.E.D. 
Note that these results apply directly to the one-head-per-tape case and that in that 
case/-/ is finite. 
TraEOm~M 6.6. I f  B is a uniquely-strongly relocatable Bounded Action Machine 
with Hfl for i = 1, 2 ..... m as in the preceding theorem, then 
(a) There exists a subset 
H ~ ~ X H~ ~ •  X H~ ~ 
and a map 
A : A ~ X A ~ x H- , .  A ~ X A ~ x Ho, 
which induces A; i.e., if (k, h) e W where h e H(h) e 1-1 and 
a(kl M, k(h), 17(h)) = (w, a("), ho), 
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then 
(i) Ax(k, h)r M = w, 
(ii) Ax(k, h)(h) = a (ml, 
(iii) An(k, h) = h . h o 
(b) There exists a division H ~ of H ~ into not necessarily disjoint finite subsets uch 
that for each element 11(h) of 11 there is a corresponding element 11~ of H ~ such that 
F(B) is precisely the graph with vertex set H and edge set 
E = {(h, h .  ho) ~ h ~ H, h o s H~ 
Proof. (a) Let / - /=  {Xt,  Xz,  X a ,...} be the F(B)-partition of H and for each j
let r s be a representative for Xs.  
For every h E H let 
N(h) -- {An(h, h) ~ (k, h) ~ W}. 
Then, if X~ ~/7  with representative rj ~ X; define 
11O(r) = rT~ . N(5). 
Trivially, N(rj) == r i . H~ also, H~ is finite by Theorem 3.10. Finally, by 
the preceding theorem, we know that if h E N(r;) then for i = 1, 2 ..... m, 
[hi, ~ [rj]i 9 ;Hfl, from which it follows that 
H~ C Ha ~ )< Ha ~ X ... • H~ ~ 
Now define 
Ho = U n~ 
xjen 
and let h be the map consisting of all pairs (of triples) 
( (k  I M, k(rj), X j ) ,  {Ak(k , ~)1 M, Ak(k, rj)(~), r f  x . Au(k js ) )   
where Xx ~ H and k ~ K, and . . . .  is the product on H*. 
That h is a map from A M • A m • 1-I into A M X A m • H0 is clear, what must be 
shown is that it induces A (or, equivalently, A*); i.e., we must show that Equations (i), 
(ii), and (iii) of the theorem statement are satisfied. The satisfaction of (i) and (ii) 
follows as in the proof of Theorem 5.3, so it remains to establish (iii). Let (k, h) ~ W 
with h ~ H(h) = X i ~ H where rj is the representative of X j .  Let p be the element of 
F(B) such that p(rj) = h. By Theorem 1.I, we know that for any k ~ K 
(A~(k, h) l M, A~(k, hXh), A,,(k, h)) = A*(h I M, k(h), h) 
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and by Theorem 5.3 that 
Au(k, h) ---- [A*(k I M, k(h), h)]n = [A*(h I M, k(p(rj)),p(rj))]u 
:= p([A*(h I M, k(h), rj)]R). 
But [A(k ] M, k(h), H(h))]n : r~ -a . [A*(k [ M, k(h), rj)]u. 
Thus we must show that 
p([A*(k I M, k(h), 5)],,) = h .  V ~ . [A*(k I M, k(h), 5)]x (1) 
But h = p(rs), or, equivalently, h ---- g-l(p) . r~; hence, the right side of (1) becomes 
(r-'(p). r~. ri-1. [A*(k [ M, k(h), rj)]n = ~-l(p). [A*(k [ M, k(h), r~)]H 
by cancellation, and 
= p([A*(k [ M, k(t,), rj)]n 
by the definition of the operation . . . .  . Thus iii is satisfied, and (a) is proved. 
That (b) is true is then immediate from the definitions. Q.E.D. 
Note that Theorem 6.3 may be proved as a corollary of the above theorem. 
6.4 Finitely Induced Bounded Action Machines 
The above results provide a characterization f one-head-per-tape, strongly reloca- 
table Bounded Action Machines which has a familiar look to it, in that, as with m-tape, 
one-head-per-tape Turing machines, the operation of our machines is described 
(induced) by a finite function, and the motion of the heads is defined in a manner 
analogous to that used for Turing machines (see Example 1, Section II). However, in 
the many-head-per-tape case of the above results, the models do not necessarily look 
very much like Turing machines ince, for example, A may not be finite, and the tapes, 
while they have a group-graph structure, are not necessarily of finite degree; i.e., 
infinitely many tape locations may be adjacent. These counterintuitive possibilities 
arise from the fact that/7, theF(B)-partition, can be infinite. What we wish to do now 
is investigate the meaning of the elements of H and propose an additional axiom which 
will allow us to replace h by a finite function. 
In brief, what we shall show is that each class in H corresponds, informally speaking, 
to a set of head-positionings in which the heads on each multihead tape are a "fixed 
distance" apart. Thus, defining h on the basis of H, implicitly allows the machine to 
"make use" of this information on the relative distance between heads on multihead 
tapes. This suggests that if we assume the machine does not make use of this informa- 
tion (except perhaps to tell if two or more heads are at the same location) then it 
should be possible to replace/7 with a coarser partition of H which will provide only 
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the information actually used. We show that this is indeed the case and, in particular, 
that if we allow no information on relative distance beyond whether heads are coin- 
cident, we may then use a finite partition, replace A by a finite function, and the graphs 
of the tapes will then be of finite degree. 
We first show that each element o f / /does  correspond to a set of head-positions 
with the heads a "fixed distance" apart. 
PaOPOSITION 6.7. Let B be a uniquely-strongly relocatable Bounded Action 31achine. 
For all i , j  1 ~ i < j ~ m, if Hi = Hj and if h, h' ~ H with l-I(h) = H(h'), then, in 
<Hi, " i), 
[h] i  -1 9 i [h ] j  = [h']~ -1 ,,[ht]j, 
Proof. Let (H i ,  9 ~) be defined using s*,, and let p ~ F(B) such that p(h) -- h'. It 
follows then that [h']i =p([h] i )  and [h']j =~p([h]s ). But then 
[h']~ -1. ,[h']~ = (p([h],)) -1 .  ,(p([h],)) 
~= ( - l (p ) .  , [h i , ) -1.  ,(~-,(p). ,[hi,) 
= [h]; -1" ,(,,-~(P))-~ - i  ~-~(p) -  ,[h]s 
= [h]7 ~. ~[h]; 
as desired. Q.E.D. 
Note that if we consider, say, a one-tape, two-headed Turing machine--tape 
Z --:: the integers--then the absolute value of [h]] -1 9 1[h]2 is, indeed, the distance 
between the heads (the "product" 9 1 on Z being, of course, addition). 
We can coarsen H by combining those elements on which A agrees. More precisely, 
consider the relation ~_~ on H such that, for all h, h' ~ H, h ~___~ h' if and only if 
h(w, a ''~, H(h)) ~ A(w, a ~ H(h')) 
for all zo e A "vt and a ~ ~ A"  (i.e., if either side is defined, then both sides are defined 
and equal). The relation .~-~ is clearly an equivalence relation, and there is thus a 
corresponding partition, call it H e, of H. It is trivial that we can always replace h by a 
function defined on A ~t • A m • H e which will induce A, and, if H e is finite, then 
this new function will be finite. We now ask, is there a natural axiomatic restriction to 
impose on F e which will give us the results we desire. The following result suggests 
one axiom which provides both a mathematically and, we feel, intuitively natural 
restriction. 
PROPOSITION 6.8. If B is a strongly connected, strongly relocatable, total Bounded 
Action Machine with finite patching property, then 17 P is a refinement of (or equal to) the 
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f inite partition H c given by the relation ~c  where h ~c  h' i f  and only i f  there exists a 
permutation p : S --~ S such that p(h) = h'. Note that h ~c  h' i f  and only i f  for all 
i , j ,  1 <~i<j<m,  
[h], = [h], .~  [h'], = [h'],; 
thus, the only information on relative head positions provided by H c is which heads are 
coincident. 
Proof. That there exist Bounded Action Machines with l i p  == H c is evident; thus, 
it suffices to show that if A(w, a ~m), I I(h)) z A(w, a ~'~, 1-I(h')) for all w ~ A M and 
a ~ ~ A"  then there exists a permutation p such that p(h) = h'. In order that such a 
permutation ot exist, there must exist i , j ,  1 <~ i < j  ~ m such that either [h]~ =: [h]~ 
but [h']i ~ [h]j; or [h]i @ [h]j but [h']i = [h]j, say the latter. But then since B has 
the finite patching property (and by Axiom II), we can pick k ~ K such that 
k([h],) -~- k([h]j), and since B is total A'~(k 3/1, k(h), H(h)) will be defined, but 
clearly there cannot exist k' such that k' [ M = k ] M and k ' (h ' )= k(h) 
since k'([h]i ) = k'([h']j) thus h~(k [ 3/1, k(h), FI(h')) cannot be defined. Q.E.D. 
We call the partition FI c the coincidence partiton of H. 
On the basis of the above result, we call a Bounded Action Machine position indepen- 
dent if it satisfies 
AXIOM VIII. H a* = 1-1 c. 
Note that the statement of this axiom assumes, implicitly, that the Bounded Action 
Machine is uniquely-strongly relocatable so that FI P is defined. 
The following result now follows as a simple corollary of preceding results and the 
assumption that H P = H c. 
THEOREM 6.9. I f  B is a uniquely-strongly relocatable, Bounded Action Machine and 
l l  p = 17 c, then 
1. There exists a finite subset H c C H and a finite map 
A* : A M X A m X H c---~ A M X A ~n X H c 
which induces A. 
2. F(B) is a graph of f inite degree; indeed, where H c = {C1, C 2 ..... Ct}, we have 
H c -: 111 c u tt2 c u ... t.) I t t  c and F(B) is the graph with vertex-set V = H and edge 
set 
E ={(h ,h .ho)~h~Ci ,hoeH~C, i= 1, 2,..., t}. 
3. For i = I, 2,..., m, F(Hi)  is a group-graph of finite degree. 
The proof is left to the reader since all that is involved here is replacing/-/with the 
finite partition H c. We see again that we have a model, the uniquely-strongly-reloca- 
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table, position-independent Bounded Action Machine, which "looks like" a Turing 
machine, a multitape, m-head Turing machine. In Section VI I  we will show how we 
can make the similarity even closer. 
6.5 Relationship to Cook's Model 
The Turing machine is not the only general model of computers appearing in the 
literature. One recently developed model is the Bounded Activity Machine (or BAM) 
developed by Cook [1], which, as we will now show, is closely related to our uniquely- 
strong relocatable, position-independent Bounded Action Machine. 
Since Cook developed his model as part of a study of the minimum computation 
time of functions, it includes a number of ad hoc features which, while they are well- 
suited to his purposes, are not particularly germain to the formulation of general 
models of machine structure. For example, in his model, Cook has a "read-only" 
input tape. In this paper we will take the liberty of omitting these special features and 
will describe only as much of Cook's structure as we feel is relevant o the discussion. 
In addition, we shall take the liberty of defining Cook machines within our framework 
rather than using Cook's original definition. 
By a Cook Machine we mean a Bounded Action Machine 
where 
and 
C = (S ,A ,n ,m,H,K ,  W, 3, A),  
n ~0,  
H = S% 
K = A s, 
W=K• 
a = K x (r 
A:KxH- -+K• 
is induced by a partial map 
: A"  • Hc---~A M • {~a ..... ~}'~ when H c is 
the coincidence partition (of section 6.4), and for i = 1 .... , P 6i : S--~ S, as follows: 
I f (k ,h )  eK  x H with h =(sx  ..... sin) 
q~(k(h), nc(k)) = <a"% r 
with 
#,,~ = (~1,..., 4,,,>, # ~ {~ ,..., ~}  
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then 
A~(k, h)(h) = a(")j 
(and, perforce, A~.(k, h) = k ['~ S --  h) and 
An(k,  h) = (r , ~2($2) ..... 6m(Sra)). 
PROPOSITION 6.10. Every uniquely-strongly relocatable, position-independent Boun- 
ded Action ~achine with n = 0 and K = A s is a Cook Machine. 
Proof. Clearly, it suffices to let {~l, ~b2 ..... 5b~} consist of the set of all maps ~b ssuch 
that s ~ Hi ~ for some i, 1 ~< i ~< m, and for every s' E H i ,  ~.~(s') = s' 9 is and for 
s' ~ H i ,  ~(s ' )  = s'. The finiteness ofp follows from the finiteness of the Hi ~ Q.E.D. 
Cook defines one of his machines to be uniform if, for i = 1 ..... p, ~hi s a permutation 
of S and if for every pair s, s' 6 S there exists a permutation ~b of S such that 
(i) ~b(s) = s' 
(ii) ~b$i = 6,~b for i --- 1, 2 ..... p. 
(Cook calls a permutation ~b satisfying (ii), a translation.) 
PROPOSITION 6.11. Every strongly connected, uniform Cook machine is a uniquely- 
strongly relocatiable, position-independent Bounded Action Machine. 
Proof. Since H -:- S "~, we have H i == H 1 for all i, j = 1,2 ..... m. Clearly, every 
translation ~b is a relocation and from (i) of the definition of uniform, it follows that the 
machine is strongly connected. But since H -- S m the machine is complete and thus, 
by Theorem 6.2 it is uniquely-strongly relocatiable. That it is also position-indepen- 
dent is obvious. Q.E.D. 
VI I .  ABELIAN RELOCATIONS 
7.1 The "Computation" of Noncomputable Functions 
A uniquely-strongly relocatable, position-independent Bounded Action Machine 
"looks like" a Turing machine in that, as mentioned before, its operation is described 
by a finite function and its heads and tapes are similar in description to those of a 
Turing machine, and every Turing machine can, conversely, be described as such a 
Bounded Action Machine. However, despite this informal similarity, there is a 
difference; namely, there exist uniquely-strongly relocatiable, position-independent 
Bounded Action Machines which can not be simulated by Turing machines, or, to put 
in another way, we can use Bounded Action Machines to "compute" noncomputable 
functions, to wit: 
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THEOREM 7.1. There exists a uniquely-strongly relocatable, position-independent 
Bounded Action ]Vlachine which "computes" a noncomputable function. 
Proof. What we shall do is display such a Bounded Action Machine, namely: 
EXAMPLE 9. Bounded Action Machine for a word problem. The following 
Bounded Action Machine 'looks' quite a bit like a computer or the Turing Machine 
of Example 1 (Section II); yet, as will be shown, if we take the group G to be one with 
an unsolvable word problem, then this Bounded Action Machine will "compute" a 
noncomputable function. 
Let G be a finitely generated group and let its generators be g l ,  gz ,..., g~ 9 Let B be 
the Bounded Action Machine B = (A, S, n, m, H, K, W, 3, A> such that: 
A = {gl , gz ..... gv, g l  1, g~-l,..., g~l, E, 0, 1}, E, 0, 1 ~ G 
S -- G u Z (Z : :  the group of integers) 
n =- 0 
m=2 
H=G• 
K =- the set of all maps k : S--~ A such that for every g ~ G, k(g) E {0, 1} 
and for every z~Z,  k(z) E{gx ..... g~,gll,...,g~X,E, 0,1} and 
k(s) == 0 for all but finitely many s e S. 
KxH 
0 for all k s K 
W such that for all (k, h) E W, if 
W = 
~(k)  = 
A:  W--~ 
h = (g, 
'<h, <ggi, z + 1>> 
<k, <gg;1, z + 1>> 
<k, <g, z>> 
A(k, h) - -  <k', <g, z>> 
<k, <g, z -- 155 
z> c G • Z, then 
if k(z) = gi 
if k(z) = g~-t 
if k(z) = 0 
where k' ={g,  1}uk i (S  -{g}) 
if k(z) = E 
if k(z) = I 
Let the group G in the above example be a finitely generated group with an unsol- 
vable word problem. What we will show is that B is capable of solving the word 
problem for G. As the reader may easily prove, B is strongly relocatable and has but 
one-head-per-tape and is thus a uniquely-strong relocatable, position-independent 
Bounded Action Machine. 
The word problem consists of deciding for any two words, or products, of generators 
of G, aaa 2 ... a, and bxb ~ ... bs if they are equivalent; that is, if 
ala 2 ... a 8 = bib 2 ... bs 
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under the group operation of G. What we will now show is how we can load B with 
two arbitrary such words in such manner that B will run and stop, and when it stops 
it will have either a I or a 0 at the location i corresponding tothe identity of G accord- 
ing to whether or not the words are equivalent. 
To determine now if two words ala ~ ... ar and bib 2 ... bs are equivalent, it suffices 
(informally speaking) to put the word ala ~ ... arb~ 1 ... b-~Xb-Z1E into the storage on Z, 
leave the rest of the storage locations blank (i.e., 0), put the Z-head at the beginning 
of the above word, put the G-head on the identity i of G and "compute." I f  the 
machine stops with a 1 at i then the two words are equivalent; if it stops with a 0 at i 
then they are not equivalent. More precisely, we start with the instantaneous des- 
cription (k, (i, 0) )  where for every g ~ G, k(g) = 0 and for every z E Z 
l a~_ 1 for 0 ~z<r  
k(z)  = r+8)-z for r ~ z < r + s 
for z : r + s 
otherwise 
And our claim is that for each such instantaneous description there exists an integer 
p > 0 such that 
A~+l(k, ( i ,  0))  : A~(k, (i, 0)) 
(thus, B "stops" when further steps produce no changes in the instantaneous des- 
cription) and 
l l  i f  a l " 'a r=b l ' "bs  
A~x+l(k, (i, 0)) ~ = if a 1 " "  a r 5s bl "'" bs. 
We leave it to the reader to convince himself that this is indeed what will happen. 
O.E.D. 
Lest the reader conclude that the above result shows how to build computers which 
compute noncomputable functions, we wish to note that to build the above machine B 
we must first solve the word problem for G in order to construct the G-tape. 
7.2 The Abelian Axiom 
The above result suggests that our present characterization f computers as uniquely- 
strongly relocatable, position-independent Bounded Action Machines is too general. 
One solution would be to restrict ourselves to tapes whose underlying roups have 
solvable word problems. However, this is a strictly ad hoc solution. What we want is a 
natural axiom which will produce the desired limitation. One particularly natural 
seeming solution, which is also, in effect, employed by Cook [1], is to assume that the 
motions of the heads are commutative; that is, that the final position resulting from 
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any sequence of motions is independent of the order in which they are made. To put 
it another way, we assume that the head-motions "add vectorially" in the manner of 
motions in Euclidean space. Since the head-motions H~ ~ form the generators of the 
groups (H~, 9 ~) and F(B), this axiom can be conveniently formalized by assuming 
AXIOM IX. F(B) is an .4belian group. 
This assumption has the desired effect since all finitely generated abelian groups 
have solvabie word problems. In addition, as noted in Theorem 6.2, with the assump- 
tion that F(B) is Abelian, we need only assume that B is strongly-relocatable to 
guarantee that it is uniquely-strongly relocatable. 
This new axiom is certainly natural in the sense that in real computers the tapes are 
based on abelian groups; namely, the group of integers. In addition, even when more 
general tapes have been discussed in Turing machine theory (e.g., n-dimensional 
tapes), they have generally been abelian in structure. However, we feel less satisfied 
with this axiom than with the others since, one, it would not be particularly difficult 
to build finite tapes which were not Abelian, and two, in an earlier paper on modular 
computers [8] we have shown that there is at least a potential advantage to be gained 
in modular computers by using non-abelian structures (with solvable word problems). 
Whether such an advantage ver occurs in conventional computers is still an open 
question (see Section VIII). 
VI I I .  SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 
8.1 Summary 
What we have done is investigate the consequences of a number of axioms drawn 
from the observation of existing computers. On the basis of our results, we propose 
the abelian, strongly relocatable, position-independent Bounded Action Machine as a 
characterization f the existing computer specie and as a framework within which to 
investigate the computer sub-species. In the remainder of this section we wish to 
discuss, one, ways in which this characterization a d framework can be broadened and 
strengthened, and two, possible directions in which to approach the study of the 
subspecies. 
8.2 
In this study we have, of course, tried to make our basic model and axioms as general 
and undebatable as possible. Despite our efforts, there are numerous questions and 
alternative approaches that might well be investigated, a number of which we now 
briefly sketch: 
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(i) We have assumed that K is the domain of the decoding function 3 since this 
is, as explained earlier, the case in existing computers. However, with a different 
"tape" technology we might have a broader choice for 3. For example, the domain of 
3 could be: 
(a) K x A'"; if the technology was such that the tapes could be read statically 
(i.e., did not have to move to generate a signal); paper tapes and photographic film 
both offer opportunities for such a technology. 
(b) K • H; if the technology was such that for ever), <k, h> ~ W, it was 
possible to address tape locations relative to h; i.e., if h served a role analagous to a 
"base register". An example of such a technology would be a photographic film 
system in which the film is divided into "frames", each of which contains many 
storage locations. The head then determines the frame, but the active locations in the 
frame could be determined by registers in the CPU. 
Employing basic models and axioms which embody these alternative domains for 
8 would very likely disrupt some of the results established in this paper. Since such 
technologies are possible, such a study of these alternatives could produce meaningful 
results. What is not clear is how to impose most meaningfully natural axiomatic 
restrictions on these more general 3's. 
(ii) Is there a way to meaningfully violate the finite patching property so as to 
achieve a (potentially) infinite "addressable memory" which has a practical reduction 
to hardware. (Using special "marking" symbols as in Example 2, Section II, would 
appear to be impractical since there is no obvious way for the "computer's" hardware 
to find the mark other than by scanning the whole memory.) 
(iii) Consider the possibility of a computer with "automatic tape mounting"; 
that is, with a device which, under the control of a special register, automatically 
selects and mounts tapes from a large tape library. Because the contents of the special 
register would determine the tape being used, this computer would not satisfy the 
totality axiom. This suggests that totality could be replaced by a weaker axiom. 
(iv) Our axiom of strong connectivity only requires that it be possible to move 
from one head-positioning to another by means of a finite sequence of loadings 
rather than requiring that a single loading be sufficient. This suggests the stronger 
axiom: For all h, h' ~ H there exists k e K and an integer p such that, <k, h> ~ W and 
[A~(k, h)]n h'. This new axiom would not change our results, but would obviously 
induce more structure on A. 
(v) The question of if, or when, strong reloeatability, implies uniquely-strong 
reloeatability should be answered. 
(vi) As mentioned in the text, the Abelian relocation axiom seems particularly 
hard to defend on grounds other than the historical. We ask, one, is there a more 
natural characterization f the group F(B) which will still assure that the resulting 
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Bounded Action Machine is effective, and two, what advantages, if any, can be gained 
by employing tapes based on non-abelian groups with solvable word problems. (See 
[7] for an example of an application of such a non-abelian group in modular computers.) 
(vii) As our model stands, it conveniently neglects all timing problems. Thus, 
for example, it does not explicitly reflect the fact that different ypes of memories have 
different access times. Now these access delays can be introduced by various contriv- 
ances such as forcing "signals" to go through a sequence of locations which thus 
produce an effect similar to a "delay line". However, it is not clear that this is the only 
way or the best way in which to capture and study timing problems. In a similar vein 
there is the question of whether and how, one should introduce asynchronous 
behavior into the general model. 
8.3 
Much of the emphasis in this study has been on the tapes--so much so that our 
final models can be viewed as Turing machines with internal state set some subset of 
Am. However, it is clear that in real computers, the most significant part of the design, 
and the part that primarily distinguishes one computer from another, is the structure 
of the internal memory and registers of the computer; that is, in our terms, the struc- 
ture of M. Within the framework we have built up so far the structure of M is a matter 
of the choice of the decoding function 8. Most of the research we have done beyond 
what is reported here and most of the research we propose to do in the near future deals 
with the different possibilities for the function 8; that is, with what we might looseIy 
call the inner structure of the computer. 
At first glance it might seem difficult, if not impossible, to say much about the 
structure of M without saying first what the machine is supposed to be capable of 
doing; that is, without discussing its behavior in the sense of automata theory. We 
contend, though, that the "purely structural" approach which we have, for the most 
part, pursued in this study can be extended to the study of the internal structure of 
M. That is, the question of characterizing qualities of such entities as instruction 
registers, CPU's, and internal memories can be approached without first making 
precise, just what it means to compute, or what, if anything, an instruction, datum, or 
program might be. Indeed we feel that when generality and innovation are desired, a 
"purely structural" approach is almost neccssary if one is to avoid the effect of ad hoc 
definitions of st, ch concepts as instruction and program. We now list a number of 
"structural" questions which suggest lines of research. 
(i) Given the bound n on the size of the subsets in the range of the decoding 
function ~ and given #A,  then what is the upper bound on the size of M (assuming 
that the finite patching and totality properties hold) ? What restrictions are imposed on 
8 and A as we approach this bound ? 
(ii) While it might seem intuitively that certain "control registers" would occur 
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in every 8k, it is possible to produce examples of Bounded Action Machines satisfying 
all our axioms in which N~ex 8k = r What kind of control structure does this cor- 
respond to (how might we interpret his situation in hardware) ? 
(iii) Even though ~,* (Theorem 6.9) is a finite function, its domain and range can 
be astronomically arge (and they are in real computers). A computer can be reduced 
to a practical amount of hardware only because, in a real computer, h* can be factored 
into smaller and simpler functions with convenient hardware realizations. While in 
present computers the factorizafion is seemingly intimately related to the concepts of 
instruction and program (thus, we can "factor out . . . .  adders," and "instruction 
registers," etc.), it is clear that it can be studied without reference to such concepts. 
The study of the factorization or decomposition of Bounded Action Machines (or, 
conversely, their synthesis from small machines) is an obvious area for investigation. 
Indeed, it seems plausible that such study could lead to a formulation of very general 
concepts of such notions as "instruction" and "program." 
(iv) One possible way to begin to factor a Bounded Action Machine is into a 
"processing part" and a "memory part," the latter part containing the "fetch and store 
hardware." Such a situation may be modeled (or defined) as follows: 
Let B be (for simplicity's ake) a tapeless Bounded Action Machine (H -~ {0}) such 
that there exist functions ~* and p*, 
3* : K--* S" p* : A"--~ A" 
such that, for every k E K, b*(k) = 3k (as sets), and if 3*(k) = (s 1 ..... s~) ~ S" and 
then 
p*(k(~0,...,  k(s,)) = a% = (a~ ..... a , ) ,  
t k(s) for s r 8k 
A(k) 
ai for s =s i~3k .  
It can be shown that not all tapeless Bounded Action Machines (satisfying our axioms) 
can be factored in this manner, yet it would seem that many existing computers can 
be so factored [with n ~ #(S)].  We ask, therefore, what kind of structure on 8, etc., 
does such a factorization imply. 
(v) In real computers the addressing schemes of cores, drums, discs, etc., have 
a group-like structure (e.g., a 32K core is analogous to the group of integers modulo 
21s). Indeed, it is this group structure which makes precise the notion of "next instruc- 
tion in memory". How does this group structure relate to the choice of 8 and A ? What 
can be gained by the use of more radical groups ?
(vi) The relocatability of instructions, programs and data in the internal memo- 
ries of computers i clearly related in part to the aforementioned group structure of the 
memories. The "next instruction" or "next datum" relation is preserved by these 
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relocations. Yet this is certainly not the whole story as the relocation of a program will, 
in most existing computers, involve a modification of the instructions (changing of 
the addresses) or some other modification of the storage contents (such as modification 
of the contents of the base or index registers). Thus the study of "internal relocations" 
is not the same as that of the "tape" relocations studied in this paper. Yet they seem 
to be related both to the structure of the internal memory (its "groupyness") and to 
the notion of program or instruction, in the sense that whatever a program is, it should 
not be too difficult to relocate. This suggests that a study of "internal relocations" 
might at least produce some criteria for defining the notion of a relocatable program. 
(vii) In existing computers, it is often the case that given k(Sk) we can find 8k; for 
example, if 8k contains the instruction counter and the instruction register, then their 
contents (once the current instruction is placed in the instruction register) are sufficient 
for determining all of 8k. This suggests the study of Bounded Action Machines in 
which there is such a correspondence b tween k(Sk) and 8k. Note, it is not difficult to 
show that this condition does not imply (]k~K 8k =/~ ~; thus, this condition by itself is 
insufficient for establishing the existence of an "instruction counter," etc. 
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